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The Truth about DTV

HARRIS LEADS WITH DEEDS, NOT PROMISES.

Conflicting leadership claims can blur your view of the right DTV partner — until you look at the facts. For the widest range of proven technology, complete end-to-end solutions, and unrivaled long-term support, there is only one leader...and it is unquestionably Harris.

Harris offers the widest range of proven technology.

Harris provides every step in the digital path — studio, transmitter and antenna. In 1993, we delivered the first NTSC-DTV broadband antenna. We have more UHF, VHF and DTV transmitters on-air in the US than any other manufacturer, by far. We offer a full range of transmitters...VHF, UHF, Solid State, IOT, low to high power...and the only complete 8-VSB exciter. Only we can provide all of this DTV technology right now!

Only Harris manufactures a complete DTV exciter.

The Harris CD 1 is the world's only commercially-available 8-VSB exciter. It has amassed thousands of hours of problem-free on-air operation. Its patented technology generates a superior signal, and virtually ensures that the CD 1 will remain the world standard. Only we can provide the CD 1 DTV exciter right now!

5 of the first 7 US stations on-air with DTV selected Harris digital transmitters.

On July 23, 1996, WRAL-HD became the first commercial station to transmit HDTV on-air. Their transmitter? A Harris SigmaCD. KCTS-HD in Seattle, the first HDTV-capable public station, also chose Harris. And WETA in Washington D.C., WCBS in New York, and Oregon Public Broadcasting in Portland all rely on Harris DTV transmitters. At NAB '97, KLAS-HD used a Harris transmitter to go live as part of the ATSC on-air demonstration. Only Harris has this depth of on-air DTV experience!

Harris provides complete end-to-end systems for DTV.

From studio facilities to ENG, SNG, mobile production units, microwave links, satellite uplinks and teleport facilities, Harris can create all-digital and digital-ready state-of-the-future systems. And from single components to complete systems, we back our products with expert DTV assistance. Only Harris does all this, and does it in-house!

No other company matches our level of support.

Harris is the only transmitter manufacturer with staffed technical assistance 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, plus round-the-clock parts support. Our multi-million-dollar inventory can meet your demands quickly. And no other transmitter company offers a dedicated training center with general and product training programs. Only we provide this high level of DTV support!

Put Harris to the test.

Before you stake your station’s future on a promise, ask your prospective partners to prove their claims. For tried and true solutions that best prepare you for tomorrow, solutions that only we can provide, contact Harris today.

From left to right: CD 1, 8-VSB Exciter; DiamondCD™ UHF Solid State DTV Transmitter; SigmaCD™ IOT UHF Transmitter; Diamond™ UHF Solid State Digital-ready Transmitter; Platinum Series® VHF Solid State Transmitters; Ultra 1 Low Power Solid State UHF Transmitter.

HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
TEL: +1 217 222-8200
FAX: +1 217 221-7085
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ON THE COVER: The FCC's decision to fast-track DTV created more job security for broadcast engineers than anyone expected. To help succeed with the task, the 1998 Buyers Guide provides detailed information on the products and services you'll need. Cover artwork by Dan Regan. Design by Broadcast Engineering's art director, Stephanie Masterson.
The better the audio, the better the video experience. Which explains why you're hearing more about *Orban* these days. Our television products help attract and keep viewers by making audio the strongest link in your broadcast chain with Orban's digital solutions: Audicy editing workstation, AirTime hard disk audio, and 8282 processor. Phone: 1 510-351-3500. Fax: 1 510-351-0500.
Welcome to Broadcast Engineering's 1998 Buyers Guide. As we all struggle to implement DTV, engineers are faced with the need for accurate and up-to-date sources for new products and technology. This year’s Buyers Guide puts more than 500 of the latest new products and services at your fingertips. Broken down into 20 product categories, you’ll find the solutions to the challenges of building your new DTV facility. Each product listing contains a brief description and, in some cases, an accompanying photo. To make product location even easier, consult the index on page 4. The advertisers’ listings in this issue are highlighted in red.

New this year are the Readers Pick Awards. Shown on page 79, these are the highest rated new products and services as measured by reader service card responses during the past 12 months. Don’t miss these hot new products!

Today, many find the Internet to be a wealth of information. To make it easier for you to locate key manufacturers and vendors, we have included a list of Web addresses on a handy tear-out sheet. See page 83.

Research shows that our readers keep their Broadcast Engineering buyers guides for more than a year. However, if you manage to wear yours out, you might want to look at our Web address: www.broadcastengineering.com for the latest updates in product and industry information.

Steve Epstein, technical editor
If you haven’t already taken these out for a test drive, here’s your chance.

Short/cut™ Editor

The perfect replacement for generations of reel-to-reel tape recorders. Short/cut delivers hard-disk storage, plus fast cut and paste waveform editing. Add an optional Zip™ drive and get low-cost copies. This editor is fast enough for on-air use, and tough enough for the road. So take Short/cut out for a test drive and watch it perform.

Instant Replay

Instant sound effects. Instant music. Instant fun. Take it out for a joy ride.

DigiCart®/II Plus

The new DigiCart/II Plus puts up to 50 hours of audio on hard disk, and now includes the popular Zip™ drive for low-cost storage. As always, it’s your choice of linear or Dolby® AC-2 recording, plus precise editing and powerful playlisting capabilities. The new “Plus” model delivers all the reliability that has made DigiCart a broadcast standard, and it’s now available at a great new price. Ask for a test drive, and put it through the paces at your station.

For more information call (818) 991-0360 / Fax (818) 991-1360 / e-mail info@360systems.com / Website: www.360systems.com

Attention call letter stations
You’re only a phone call away from a free 10-day Test Drive. So try it out. We’ll understand if you don’t give it back.

(818) 991-0360

© 1997-360 Systems

www.americanradiohistory.com
Audio Processing Technology (APT)

Now offers the NXL256 and BCF256 for sending full-duplex digital audio over dedicated lines or STL systems that can support transmission bandwidths from 56k/s (for 6.8kHz mono audio) to 256k/s (15k/s or 20k/s stereo). The systems use the company's well-known apt-x coding. The NXL256 is a 1RU basic device, while the BCF256 at 2RU offers additional interface options and possibility for integral ISDN backup.

Comrex

Has three new products, including the Hotline POTS codec, which can provide up to 10kHz of full-duplex audio (with a modern connection of 33.6k/s), using a proprietary algorithm written specifically for the low bit rates obtainable on analog telco lines. Also, the Mix-Minus Bridge, which can create and conference up to five mix-minus feeds. A rack-mount version of the NEXUS ISDN codec is now available.

ESE

PC-471 is a plug-in PC card that hooks to your house master clock system and synchronizes the PC clock to the master using either the ESE or SMPTE time-code format.

Gentner Communications

Has three new telephone hybrid products. The SPH10 analog hybrid replaces the SPH-3 and adds such features as a built-in monitor amp. The DH20 replaces the DHA-1A digital hybrid and features improved 16-bit DSP technology, selectable automatic gain control, automatic mix-minus bus, auto-answer/disconnect and monitor amp. The DH22 has the same features, but adds a second digital hybrid.

Henry Engineering

Audio Online can handle up to 16 incoming phone lines simultaneously. Callers can select from a menu of messages and hundreds of messages can be available to callers.

JK Audio

Has a host of devices to help you interface a telephone to an audio source. The RemoteMix 3 is a small audio mixer that can attach to a POTS telephone line, module handset cord or even a cellular phone (with the proper fax/modem adapter from your cellular dealer). It has two XLR mic inputs, RCA line in/out, XLR-balanced output, VU meter, dial keypad, built-in monitor speaker and microphone.

Sennheiser

RS-8 wireless headphone system features a 900MHz transmitter and HDR-8 stereo headphone with an integral receiver. The headphones can be operated for up to three hours per charge on internal NiCad batteries. The system features three switchable frequencies and offers a range of up to 250 feet. The RS-6 wireless headphone system is similar to the RS-8, but intended for a more casual user.
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Shure

The Personal Stereo Monitor System is available in hardwired and UHF wireless versions. The PSM600 can be used in one of three modes: mono, stereo or Shure’s exclusive MixMode. The PSM systems offer superior sound quality and reliability, as well as complete control over mix volume and balance.
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Winstd

File Server Station is a steel, open-frame shelf unit that features space for multiple servers/monitors/keyboards, pull-out shelves and extensive cable management capabilities.

Wohler Technologies

Makes monitoring digital signals easy. A series of rack-mounted, self-powered speakers come in a number of configurations that permit monitoring and metering of analog, AES3 and/or SDI signals. These units can also be used as digital-to-analog converters. Other products include a line of stand-alone audio D/A converters and an audio error alarm system that can remotely report error conditions on up to 800 digital or analog stereo channels.

Zero Stantron

Stock 200 vertical cabinet is fully welded. Standard features include a 78" x 30" vertical frame, two removable solid side panels, removable solid top panel, two pair of fully adjustable mounting angles and a pontoon base.

360 Systems

Has changed its familiar DigiCart, to the DigiCart II Plus, which now supports up to two internal hard drives (instead of just one) and ZIP-drive removable media. An updated the Shortcut hard-disk recorder/editor now provides a SCSI, which also allows it to write ZIP discs that can be used with the DigiCart II Plus.
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Denon

Line of recording and playback devices now includes the DN-M1050R, a rack-mountable Mini-Disc recorder/player with all the features. Also available is a Hot-Start feature that allows up to 20 tracks to be loaded into memory for instant playback. The DN-C680 is a CD player with a jog shuttle wheel, AES3 output, XLR-balanced and RCA-unbalanced analog outputs and a large fluorescent display.

Eventide

Product line includes profanity delays and the recently released DSP4000B production Ultraharmonizer. The DSP4000B includes numerous presets, and with the
DSA309 Digital Video Studio Analyser
- Tests composite and component serial digital video signals.
- Continuous on-line monitoring of key parameters.
- Graphic touch screen interface and menu system.
- Errors displayed on the LCD screen, or routed to a printer or stored on the built-in 3.5" floppy drive.
- Real-time detection of illegal colors.

S310 Digital Video Analyser
- Tests composite and component serial or parallel digital video signals.
- Direct readout key signal parameters.
- User selectable alarm thresholds.
- A comprehensive CCIR601 pattern generator.
  (34 different test patterns.)

AT951 ATSC Stream Player
- Single play or continuously looped playout of ATSC or DVB signals.
- Adjustable playout start and stop points.
- Automatic determination of Transport Stream playout rate.
- Internally generated or external source of playback clock.
- 188 byte packet formats.

SV953P MPEG-2 Portable Transport Stream Analyzer
- Record, playout, monitor and analyze MPEG-2 and DVB signals.
- Conformance test TS layer and PES layer.
- Complete Buffer Analysis.
- Real-time monitoring of MPEG-2 for complete signal analysis.
- Easy-to-use Windows NT™ interface.

For detailed information, call 1-800-SENCORE (736-2673)
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Fostex
Products include the D-90 and D-160 removable hard-disk recorder/editors. The D-90 is an enhancement of the D-80 8-track with additional ADAT functions, better A/D converters and a larger hard drive. The D-160 has 16 tracks, time code and a SCSI interface. Also from Fostex is the DMT-8VL, a self-contained 8-track recorder/editor/mixer.

Otari
DTR-85 Pro DAT machine supports sample rates of 32kHz, 44.1kHz and 48kHz. An added feature is the ability to monitor the input without a tape being loaded in the machine.

Sonifex
Courier is a portable recorder that uses PCMCIA cards. This recorder is designed for field use with stereo analog XLR inputs and outputs and an AES3 output.

Symetrix
628 digital voice processor is modeled after the S28E and adds the quality of DSP to its power, allowing for multiple presets.

Sony Electronics
Continues its commitment to the Mini-Disc format with products including the MDS-35 recorder and MDS-B6P player. Both have cart machine-style layouts for broadcast. Also new to the Mini-Disc line is the DMD-x4, a 4-track recorder/editor. New to the DAT line is the PCM-R500 mastering DAT recorder and the PCM-7040 time-code DAT recorder.

Superscope Technologies/Marantz
PMD330 is a rack-mounted cassette deck and CD player combo. Each section has independent unbalanced audio connections, with an optional balanced XLR kit and an additional combined output. Remote control, cassette vari-speed and CD digital output are some of the additional features.

Audio Precision
SWR-2122 series of audio switchers can be configured to allow for large-scale production testing of audio devices. This switcher occupies one rack unit and is available in balanced XLR and unbalanced BNC connector configurations. The standard 2x12 arrangement can be cascaded to 16 units that allow up to 192 channels to be addressed.

Audio Accessories
Has a line of standard and pre-wired audio patch panels, plus a nice selection of patch cords and holders. The company also carries video and RS-422 patching equipment.

TASCAM
Has added two products to its family of audio recorders. The DA-302 is a unique double-well DAT deck. Each section has fully independent transport controls and audio connections, and the unit can also perform internal 2X speed dubs or “replay” (i.e., continuous) recording/playback, with sample rates of 32kHz, 44.1kHz or 48kHz. The DA-98 is an addition to the DTRS line of recorder/players. New features include off-tape monitoring (selectable by track), switchable reference level, 20-bit conversion and full parallel remote control.

Yamaha
Has released the REV500. It is a 1RU multiple-effect reverb that uses a high-quality, third-generation DSP chip used in several of its other Yamaha products.

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS INC
115 ROUTE 46, B-16
MOUNTAIN LAKES, NJ 07046 USA
TEL: (201) 299 7790
FAX: (201) 299 7759

ADC
Has improved on its QCP punchdown system with the introduction of the QCPII quick connect punchdown technology. The blocks are now insulated on both sides to allow pre-lacing of wiring and permit one-handed setups. Deeper channels allow up to four wires to be punched on a terminal, and there’s a new punch that doesn’t require the proper orientation before punching.

CANARE
Has a full line of high-quality cables, connector reels, snake systems and tools for audio and video applications. Tools include handy crimppers and cable strippers, while the cable line features a wide spec-

Audio Test & Measurement, Wire, Distribution, Intercoms
There have been plenty of wild claims flying around out there about digital video. So when we introduced a video disk recorder with integrated RAID for about the price of a broadcast digital VTR, well, let's just say people found it hard to swallow.

The Hewlett-Packard MediaStream Disk Recorder is the newest member of our MediaStream family. It works perfectly well on its own, or in concert with our MediaStream Broadcast Server. And like all our products, it has plenty of room to grow.

You can start with just two channels, or as many as five. It stores up to 18 hours of broadcast-quality programming, and it even supports fiber channel networking. And all you need to get started is just $65,000* and a little space in a standard rack.

The HP MediaStream Disk Recorder can make the leap to digital a lot less of a leap. For more information, call 1-800-452-4844,* Ext. 5506.

We'll show you digital video you can believe in.
Think Qu

No other lenses come close

1. Frame your shot.
2. Press Quick Zoom button.
3. Lens automatically zooms in. Focus, and release Quick Zoom button.
4. Lens zooms back to original frame in full focus.

A10 X 4.8EVM  A20 X 8EVM
Leave it to Fujinon to take the guesswork out of returning precisely to your original framed shot after you've zoomed in to focus...all at the push of a button. Plus, each of our new lenses has the following features:

**Aspheric Technology**
Fujinon's exclusive Aspheric Technology combined with a new Inner Focus System.

**Variable Angle Grip**
Variable Angle Grip enhances wrist comfort.

For your FREE Windows™ version of Fujinon's Select-A-Lens software, call 1-800-553-6611.
**Product Directory**

**AES/EBU?**

**...DSA-1**

The Prism Sound DSA-1 AES/EBU interface test system provides unique generator and analyser capabilities enabling the most comprehensive assessment of AES/EBU interconnections.

For example, the DSA-1 can measure differences between source and cable jitter, or it can simulate either sort with its signal generator.

To find out more, call or fax us now for a full information pack, or look up the latest DSA-1 V2.8 specification at our web site.

**Clark Wire & Cable**

Products include Bitree patching systems and a wide range of analog and digital cables in single and multicore versions.

**Clear-Com Systems**

New Matrix Plus 3 digital intercom system uses distributed digital signal processing to connect up to 200 full-duplex ports for voice and program audio. Variable individual listen levels are available at each station, with adjustable dip control on IFB interrupts. The level of each input/output port is also variable. Various modules can be used to interface 2-way radios, telephones and 2- or 4-wire equipment.

**Gepeco International**

7537 super trunk cable is designed for digital audio distribution. Up to 30 channels of AES3 audio can be carried at distances up to 2,500 feet with a bandwidth of 450MHz. It's available with five, 10, 12 and 25 color-coded 75Ω coax cables per bundle. Also offered is a low-loss miniature serial digital coaxial cable, model 7538, which uses gas-injected foam technology to provide extremely low signal loss. This 75Ω cable is 0.159 inches in diameter and weighs 14.3 pounds per 1,000 feet, making it attractive for mobile production truck applications.

**Leader Instruments**

Has two new CD/CD-ROM jitter meters. The LE-1853 and LE-1854 jitter meters facilitate the optimization of disk mastering and multimedia player systems. The LE-1853 handles CD-ROMs up to 8X operating speeds, while the LE-1854 manages up to 12X operating speeds. Leader also offers the LG-3226 synthesized signal generator, with fully programmable operation from 100kHz to 2GHz. Its dynamic range of -133dBm to +13dBm facilitates testing of sensitive receivers.

**Leitch**

XPlus series of routing switchers is an AES3 matrix with no functional quiet-switching output for clean, noise-free switches. The XPlus uses 1RU and 2RU mounting frames for installation of various modular components. AES3 and analog audio modules can be installed in the same rack unit and expanded with the use of multiple frames. New to the Xpress series of monitor routers is the 12x1 serial digital video and analog stereo audio units. The VIA32 series of routers can be configured for 32x32 distribution of serial digital video, AES3 and analog audio. Leitch also has added products to its AES Glue family — a series of versatile plug-in audio modules that address a wide variety of analog/digital signal processing, distribution and routing needs. The DAR-6880 digital audio reference/lock generator combines timing functions and a full-function audio tone generator. The ADC-880 and ADC-6880 are low-cost/high-performance 20-bit A/D converters.

**Mohawk/CDT**

Products include the new Spectrum AES3-compliant cables for digital audio applications. Both single, double and multipair...
Telect's VersaFrame™ 2000 is your all-in-one modular frame for professional audio and video signal management. The uniquely flexible VersaFrame™ supports both analog and digital audio/video equipment, all with "hot swapping" capabilities to allow reconfiguring without shutting down the system. Individual modules dock in the VersaFrame™ for easy custom system configuration. Only one audio/video frame does it all—Telect's VersaFrame™ 2000!

"The VersaFrame™ 2000 gave us a tremendous amount of flexibility, and it made it very easy for us to change and expand the system as the client's needs changed. Telect's level of quality gave us one less thing to worry about—the VersaFrame™ is absolutely rock-solid reliable."

—Carlos Gonzalez, Island Systems System Integrator for Hard Rock Cafe installations

VersaFrame™ 2000...
Modularity you can mix and match.

800.551.4567 • fax 509.926.8915 • www.telect.com • E-mail: getinfo@telect.com
The basic system output puts of different sample rates to AES3 log-to-digital (clocking), the series has a metal shell supplied in nickel or black finish. Both are available in a vertical or horizontal mount and left or right horizontal mount.

**Neutrik USA**

Has a new line of XLR panel receptacles. The A and B series offer the smallest XLR available, with a 0.90-inch center-to-center mounting density. The A series units are constructed in plastic, while the B series has a metal shell supplied in nickel or black finish. Both are available in a vertical or horizontal mount.

**Neutrik Cortex Instruments**

NC10 digital sound and noise analyzer is the industry's first hand-held, battery-powered, psychoacoustic loudness analyzer, capable of providing live loudness calculations. Standard features include a precision sound level meter, third-octave spectrum analyzer and a data logger with 340MB capacity. Optional software modules provide frequency-selective reverberation time calculations and FFT analysis.

**Nvision**

NV3064SAA allows for synchronous AES3 digital distribution. AES3 audio can be switched cleanly without the clicks and glitches normally associated with asynchronous routers. The NV3064 uses proprietary ASIC technology to provide error-free crosspoint transitions. System architecture allows a 32x32 router to be expanded to a full-framed 64x64 with the addition of an I/O card. Also from NVision is the NV1025 AES3 distribution amplifier (with EQ, jitter removal and re-clocking), the NV1035 AES3 sample-rate convertor that can simultaneously convert multiple AES3 inputs of different sample rates to a common output rate.

**Prism Media Products**

Has version 2.0 software for the PrismSound DSA-1, a hand-held AES3 test system. The unit includes generator and analyzer capabilities, allowing it to examine electrical, timing and data-content parameters of AES3 signals and paths. An AES11 reference signal input is also provided for time-base measurements and synchronization of the internal generator. Prism's Dream DA-1 and AD-124 are 24-bit D/A and A/D converters.

**Tektronix**

Has two new options for its 764 digital audio monitor. Option 01 adds a serial digital video input with embedded audio demultiplexing. It provides operators real-time monitoring of audio level, data and phase relationships. The logging and reporting features provide continuous monitoring of groups of channels of audio activity. The Option 02 analog line output can be used to drive an audio amplifier, allowing the monitoring of one stereo pair of any of the various inputs provided to the 764.

**Tectel**

Product line includes a full range of audio DAs, routers and digital converters, as well as its audio patch panels, fiber-optic distribution and associated hardware. The company also specializes in cable management systems for a number of different industries including telecommunications and broadcasting.

**Telex Communications**

RadioCom line of UHF wireless intercom systems includes the BTR-600, a 2-channel, encrypted digital system that provides secure system transmissions via UHF base stations. Operations are fully agile in the 524MHz to 608MHz and 614 MHz to 746MHz frequency bands. A cipher code provides 65,536 possible combinations of encrypted delivery.

**Whirlwind**

Q-Box is a battery-powered audio line tester capable of performing various checks on microphones, speakers and cabling. A source selector allows the selection of a built-in condenser mic or 440Hz tone generator that can be used to talk back up the line at +4, -20 or -50dB levels. A speaker selector can be used to confirm mic or line levels and test dynamic microphones. Outputs for standard headphones are provided, as well as voltage-presence monitoring for phantom or intercom power.

**Harris Corporation**

The Diamond CD series of DTV transmitters are solid-state UHF units available with either the Westinghouse silicon car-
Toshiba Introduces

The World’s First...

3 Chip,
10-Bit, Remote Head,
Digital P.O.V. Camera.

The New IK-TU40A Makes All Other P.O.V. Cameras Obsolete!

Toshiba’s new IK-TU40A is 3 chips off the old block. It makes any other P.O.V. camera obsolete by utilizing Toshiba’s revolutionary ten-bit DSP architecture, combined with three 410,000-pixel CCDs. The result is a breathtaking 750 horizontal lines of resolution and 62dB signal-to-noise ratio for the brightest, sharpest color video in the industry.

This ice-cube size camera head delivers broadcast and industrial quality performance in a lightweight, compact package. Plus, its remote head design allows it to be mounted virtually anywhere for an entirely new perspective.

With the addition of a wireless transmitter, you can capture all the excitement of world-class skiing or Indy car racing from almost any angle. The IK-TU40A also provides you with a critical edge in industrial applications like pattern recognition, mechanical manipulation and measurement, or any other application where weight and size count.

The IK-TU40A camera accepts C-mount lenses and has video outputs for NTSC, S-VHS, R-Y/B-Y and RGB. A 10, 20, or 30 ft. detachable cable, RS-232C personal computer interface for total control of all camera functions. To get the whole picture, call Toshiba at 1-800-344-8446.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

In Touch with Tomorrow

Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc.
Imaging Systems Division • Imaging Video Products Group
9740 Irvine Boulevard • Irvine, CA 92618-1697 • 1-800-550-8674
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bide transistors or the RF LDMOS Motor-
ola transistor. Harris’ CD-1 exciter uses a
non-linear digital corrector to offer linear-
ity correction over upper and lower adja-
cent channels. The exciter’s 32dB signal-
-to-noise ratio guarantees transparent trans-
mitter operation. Harris also has VHF
DTV transmitters. The Platinum CD se-
ries is a combination of a FET solid-state
VHF transmitter and the CD-1 exciter.
Harris’ Ultra-1 low-power DTV trans-
niter is a 1kW, solid-state unit.  
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ITS
Offers solid-state digital UHF trans-
mitters. The 8800 series offers power levels up
to 5kW average power, with an advanced
feed forward amplifier and a completely
redundant system of power amplifiers,
exciters and power supplies.

Larcan
Has a new digital IOT transmitter called
the Landmark, a dedicated UHF DTV
transmitter, and also plans to manufacture
a VHF DTV transmitter. The Larcan con-
rol architecture employs multiple micro-
processors in a distributed network using a
fiber-optic LAN within the transmitter.
The LDMOS devices employed provide
higher power with less intermodulation
distortion, as much as 10dB better than
FET devices.

Panasonic Broadcast & Television
Has DTV cameras and production equip-
ment including switches and videotape
recorders. Among these products are
1,125/60 interlaced advanced cameras and
the D5/HD processor combination.

Snell & Wilcox
Products include the HD 50 upconverter,
which upconverts standard-definition im-
gages to high-definition.

Sony Electronics
Products for DTV include the new HD-
CAM format, which includes portable and
studio decks and cameras.

Check out the
Broadcast Engineering website at:
www.broadcastengineering.com

C-Cor Electronics
Has a digital fiber-optic transmission ter-
mainal system for digital pulse code modu-
lation (PCM) of up to 32 video channels
per optical wavelength. Terminals support
NTSC, PAL or HDTV, while offering drop-
and-insert capabilities along with scram-
bled CA formats transport at variable de-
lay without degradation through the end of
the line. Their optical terminals operate
at speeds from 1944Mb/s to 3.1Gb/s for
transmission of broadcast-quality video, as
well as DS3 data transport.

Channematic
MVP (managed video playback) offers
automated management of digital content
distribution and insertion.

News Digital Systems (NDS)
Has an MPEG 4:2:2 and encoder for pro-
fessional broadcast use with fully flexi-
bility bit rate and GOP structure, redundancy
switching and mixed 4:2:0 and 4:2:2 op-
eration. Reflex is a real-time statistical
multiplex management system featuring
efficient variable bit-rate management and
automatic rescheduling.

Optivision
Has a high-speed quad gen-lockable
MPEG-2 decoder for real-time digital ad
insertion and multichannel pay-per-view
systems.

Pace Micro Technology
Products include the DVC200 digital vid-
eo cable receiver for conditional access.
The DVC600 digital cable receiver sup-
ports a wide range of broadband interac-
tive services, everything from home shop-
ping to PPV VOD ordering. The unit has
an RS-232 port for connection to personal
computers along with an internal v32
phone line modem.

StarGuide Digital Networks
Now offers Local Media Insertion Tech-
nology (LMIT) for the real-time distribu-
tion of interactive store-and-forward ad-
vertising, as well as short-form program-
ing.

Tektronix
DDS200 digital demodulation system for
monitoring the quality of DVB-C modu-
lators, is the first specifically designed for
cable. The system includes a QAM analy-
sis tool (four to 256 QAM) along with
automatic measurements of such parame-
ters as I/Q amplitude and phase jitter. An
adaptive equalizer evaluates transmission
path problems.

Trompeter
Trompeter’s newly re-engineered high-per-
fomance PL130 F-series connector offers
many advantages over ordinary F-con-
nectors: one-piece integrated center con-
tact pin and low return loss, <23dB at
2Ghz, an improvement better than 28% 
on results of competitive products.
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Vela Research
Has multichannel decoders, based on SCSI-
2 Fast/Wide architecture.

Wavecom
Cable TV modulators feature bidirec-
tional amplifiers specifically designed for in-
teractive TV systems. Wavecom also has
a high-speed, spread-spectrum cable modem.
DIGITAL TELEVISION SYSTEMS

“Harris created an all-digital facility that let us double saleable inventory, and they did it at a near-analog cost.”

Robert Allbritton, Chief Operating Officer, Allbritton Communications

When Allbritton Communications wanted to reach two television markets from a single location, Harris incorporated a centrally located all-digital studio with microwave links to three transmitters over 100 miles apart, two remote news bureaus and 3 additional microwave repeater sites. This solution enables Alabama’s ABC 33/40 to blanket the state with city-grade signals.

“Harris’ digital solution gives us multichannel capabilities which allow us to offer four distinct channels to advertisers,” Robert Allbritton notes. “Not only do we now have twice the product to sell; we have the ability to broadcast DTV as soon as we’re ready. What’s more, Harris designed and implemented our digital solution faster than we ever thought possible – and at a cost only 10-15% greater than analog.”

From an all-digital studio and C/Ku-band teleport facility...to a fleet of Harris ENG and SNG vehicles that proudly bear the ABC 33/40 logo, Harris met Allbritton’s unique challenge with state-of-the-future technology.

Whether your needs call for digital-ready analog, or digital right now, call Harris today. We’ll show you how digital is more of a practical reality than you may think.

HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
7920 Kentucky Drive
Florence, KY 41042 USA
TEL: +1 606 282-4800
FAX: +1 606 283-2818

A new world of broadcast solutions

Satellite Uplink — Television Production — Television Transmission — Terrestrial Microwave

©1997 Harris Corporation
The Anton/Bauer InterActive 2000 system featuring PowerChargers and the new Digital HyTRON battery.

The InterActive 2000 PowerChargers include such standard features as lightweight modular design, camera operation from mains, expandable charge modules and LCD display. The latest addition to the Anton/Bauer InterActive 2000 product line is the Digital HyTRON 50 battery. The HyTRON 50 battery is lightest, smallest, highest density battery available which can be charged on all Anton/Bauer InterActive 2000 PowerChargers and late model Logic Series Anton/Bauer chargers.

Digital ProPac and Digital Trimpac batteries. The Digital ProPac 14 is the industry standard battery recommended for all video applications including lighting and high wattage applications and carries the longest battery warranty available. The Digital Trimpac is extremely thin and lightweight and is designed for applications where size and weight are the primary considerations.

Anton/Bauer Inc. - One Controls Drive - Shelton, CT 06484
Tel: (203) 929-1100 - Fax: (203) 929-9935 - www.antonbauer.com

Campex Concept W Corporation
CP-301B is a high-performance, low-cost, bidirectional multiplexing system that uses a 75Ω coaxial cable to simultaneously send the composite video audio and data signals, along with the camera power required. It reliably passes more than 600 TV lines of resolution and is field-adaptable to any NTSC and PAL broadcast or industrial color camera.
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Hitachi Denshi America Ltd.
Has the Z-2010, a 2/3-inch, 3-CCD portable digital camera with one full f-stop more sensitivity than its predecessor, the Z-2000A. Hitachi's SK-3000P HDTV camera operates in a 16:9 format and provides simultaneous HDTV and NTSC outputs. The 1.5GB/s digital output from the camera head is brought to the CCU via optical fiber cable. At the CCU, the data is digitally converted to NTSC (16:9 or 4:3) and serial digital component outputs, in addition to the standard digital HDTV output. Hitachi also has the Z-V1, a high-sensitivity, 1-piece camera/recorder using the DVCPRO tape format. The SK-2060PW is a cost-effective EFP camera switchable between 16:9 and 4:3 aspect ratios.

Canon USA, Inc.
Has made its internal focus (IF) technology available to pro-video with two new lenses, the YJ18X9B KRS 2/3-inch, 9.162mm zoom lens and the YH18X6.7 KRS 1/2-inch, 6.7-121mm lens. Both feature a minimum object distance of 0.9m for close focusing. Canon's IS-20B II image stabilizer adapter can be used with most popular Canon IF lenses for broadcast-quality, shake-free images.

Century Precision Optics
Has a variety of lens adapters, including a 0.63X wide angle adapter for zoom lenses, a 0.6X non-zoom wide angle adapter and a 1.6X teleconverter.

Ikegami Electronics
Product line includes the HDK-790 studio camera and the HDK-79 portable camera, both fully digital, employing three 2/3-inch, 2-million-pixel CCDs. The CCU incorporates a down/up converter, allowing input and output of HDTV and NTSC signals. The HK-525 studio/field and HL-525P portable companion digital cameras support progressive scan and NTSC and are switchable from 16:9 to 4:3 format. The HDJ-10 is a single-chip, 2/3-inch, 2-million-pixel ultraminiature HDTV camera, and the HDJ-37 is a 3-chip, 2/3-inch, 2-million-pixel compact HDTV camera. Ikegami's HL-45 lightweight digital portable camera features 320,000-pixel, 2/3-inch IT CCDs with 900 TV lines of resolution and a .62 dB signal-to-noise ratio.

Asaca/Shibasoku Corporation of America
Has its Executive Suite series, the ES-42, a 42-inch flat panel display, and Media Suite HDTV monitor, the MS-32. The CM202H reference-quality monitor offers digital control features and remote control setup.

Fujinon
High-end A10X4.8EVM/ERD wide power lens provides a 90° horizontal range of view in the 16:9 format. Other new lenses include the standard A15X8 and the standard telephoto A20X8. All use Aspheric Technology to reduce distortion at wide angles, improve corner resolution, reduce glare and reflections, and allow chromatic aberration to be managed throughout the zoom range.
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An image of the Anton/Bauer PowerCharger is also shown.
THE
ONE
YOU’VE
BEEN
WAITING
FOR

SHURE UHF WIRELESS

This is as good as it gets.

The new Shure UHF Wireless delivers everything you’d expect from a premium-quality UHF system. And then some.

Like programmable LCD displays on both transmitters and receivers. A generous 191 channels of frequency-agility. The flexibility to perform flawlessly in practically any application. And the built-to-last reliability you expect from Shure. All at a fiercely competitive price. You patiently waited for it. Now it’s waiting for you.

To learn more about the new Shure UHF Wireless System, call 800-25-SHURE.
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SHURE®
The Sound of Professionals...Worldwide.

www.americanradiohistory.com
JVC
Camera line includes the KY-D29, a 3-CDD, 14-bit digital signal processing camera. JVC’s exclusive 3-D DNR dramatically reduces visible noise, allowing a 65dB signal-to-noise ratio. The KY-D29 can be docked with JVC’s BR-D40 Digital-S recorder.

NEC
Its DP-850 high-sensitivity digital portable camera with dockable Diskcam digital optical video disk recorder with 4.1GB per side has a recording capacity of 20 minutes.

Panasonic
Has the new, lightweight AJ-D800 high-performance DVCPro digital camera/recorder. It uses three 2/3-inch CCDs, features 10-bit digital signal processing and offers a 63dB signal-to-noise ratio. The unit requires a minimum illumination of 0.5 lux, consumes less than 24W of power and weighs less than 13 pounds.

Philips
The DK-20 and the portable LDK-20P high-resolution digital camera systems use Philips’ Frame Transfer (FT) sensors for no-smear, no-lag performance. These chips can handle exposures up to 600% above normal video levels. With 12-bit A/D video conversion, the cameras offer 24-bit HiRes digital internal processing and produce the equivalent of 800 TV lines of resolution. The LDK-100 digital camera series, built around 12-bit A/D and 24-bit dynamic digital signal processing, can be converted using dedicated adapters to such diverse configurations as Triax, DVCPro camcorder and Betacam SP. It operates in either 4:3 or 16:9 format, switchable at the touch of a button.

Schneider Optics
Products include reflective and absorptive neutral density filters, diopeters and split diopeters, clear water-white optical flats, corals, color combinations and the True-Polarizer as well as special brass rings, which prevent cross-threading or binding on the front of ENG lenses.

Sony Electronics
DSR-PD1 uses a 1/3-inch color CCD with 680,000 pixels. Specially designed for the DVCAM format, it includes a 2 1/2-inch Swivel screen color LCD, an advanced color viewfinder and supersteady shot picture stabilization. Sony’s High-Definition Video System (HDVS) produces images on a par with 35mm film. The HDC-700 high-definition studio/ob camera uses Sony’s HAD FIT CCD imagers, along with the HDW-700 portable digital HDVS camera. The HDW-700 digital widescreen high-definition camcorder, is a full 2-million-pixel RGB camera that incorporates a new 2/3-inch CCD design, is expected to be available next spring.

Thomson Broadcast
Family of 12-bit digital cameras are based on the 1657D, which is available in various configurations, such as camcorder, conventional portable camera, Microcam or Sportcam. The Microcam is a 1657D with the CCD block mounted remotely. The camera body and scanning assembly are linked with a 26-pin cable. The Sportcam configuration allows a portable camera to be transformed into a multifunctional unit that can be used for sports coverage, field production or in the studio with a teleprompter.

Toshiba
Has the 1K-TU40A, a 3-chip, 10-bit, digital ROV camera that features 10-bit DSP architecture combined with three 410,000-pixel CCDs. The result: 750 horizontal lines of resolution with a 62dB signal-to-noise ratio for bright and sharp color video.

AMS Neve
Has a trimmed-down 16-bit version of AudioFile called AudioFile Prolog. Designed for a range of editing functions, including operating as a feeder system for larger 24-bit Audio File/Logic mixing systems, the Prolog supports 16 channels with six hours of storage, includes a comprehensive ADR package and can be upgraded in a variety of ways.

Digidesign
Pro Tools 4.0 software uses native Power-PC programming and supports the new PCI and NuBus-based Pro Tools III, Pro Tools Project and Audiomedia hardware. It includes new editing and mixing capabilities, an improved GUI, faster processing and dynamic automation of virtually all TDM plug-in parameters. In addition, the system can be operated using the new Mackie HUI controller. AudioVision version 4.0 features native PowerMac PCI support. Available as an upgrade to Pro Tools III PCI users, the software can read and write Pro Tools 4.0 session files, will operate with the Digidesign Universal Slave Driver and includes CCIR-601 broadcast-quality integrated digital video.

Digital Audio Research (DAR)
Is back with SoundStation Gold and Sabre Plus, both sporting new audible editing features and the Translation Station featuring compatibility with Lightworks and Avid files.

Doremi
Dawn 4 supports up to 48 tracks and the third-party Airworks S/Link software for OMF translation of files and compositions, Dawn 4 also allows control of the Doremi V1 non-linear video recorder/player. The V1 is a stand-alone unit that can be used for VTR replacement by any workstation supporting RS-422 control.

Fostex
Has also added to its range of compact workstations with the D-160 16-track and D-90 8-track units. Both allow simultaneous recording up to the maximum number of channels and support backup via SCSI, DAT or ADAT.
Gentlemen,
Start Your Engines...

It doesn't matter if you are covering a local news story or the Super Bowl. There are no second chances in mobile production. Maybe that's why so many mobile trucks are rolling out with PESA Switching Systems routers.

The Cougar 32x32 and Jaguar 64x64 offer high performance and rugged construction in a small footprint. You want to talk about compact? How does a 144x144 Tiger matrix consisting of 12RU video and 8RU audio frames sound to you?

- Digital or Analog
- Windows Based Control
- Software Reentry & Virtual Matrix Mapping
- Pathfinding Capability

The race is on. Make sure your truck is powered by PESA Switching Systems.
Orban
Is offering an upgrade path to the new Audicy which will also be available to existing DSE-7000 users. As with its predecessor, Audicy provides high-speed RAM-based editing, with background shadowing to hard disk or removable Jaz drive. Launched as a second-generation workstation supporting 24-tracks and time code, it features a new contoured mixer/editing surface with assignable controls and effects including Optimod EQ and compression and Lexicon reverb. Circle (116) on Free Info Card

Roland
“V-Xpanded” version of the VS-880 features an auto-mixing function, effect insertion for master output, 10 additional effects algorithms, a voice transformer and a microphone simulator.

Solid State Logic
Altimix is designed as an integrated 48-track recording, editing and mixing system with non-linear video and dedicated control surfaces, the system is expandable up to 128 channels, supports surround-sound capabilities for all major formats and can be networked with other SSL systems, such as the Axiom and new Aysis digital mixing consoles.

Sonic Foundry
Has a range of new plug-ins for Sound Forge version 4.0. These include the CD Architect for Red Book CD-Rs, the Acoustics Modeler for reverb, support for Microsoft ActiveX plug-ins including ActiveMovie, support for RealAudio 3.0 and noise-reduction and spectrum-analysis plug-ins.

Sonic Solutions
Has its new Fibre Channel-based MediaNet FC for uninterrupted delivery of D-1 digital video and multitrack surround-sound audio. The new SonicStudio version 5.3 includes support for four channels of 96kHz 24-bit high-density audio, an extended list of supported CD-R drives and support for the new JL Cooper MCS 3800 motorized moving fader controller.

Studio Audio & Video
SADI3 software now supports 96kHz, 24-bit sampling and DSP plug-in architecture for both proprietary and third-party processes.

Zaxcom
Deva 4-track recorder comes complete with mixing and monitoring, the battery-powered unit weighs six pounds, supports 24-bit recording and provides 2½ hours of storage to a removable drive that can be inserted into a rack-mount version serving as a 4-track source.

Zaxcom
NuStar 3000’s intuitive, straight-ahead layout fits 16 faders comfortably. Eight additional universal module positions carry traditional monitoring and other controls. Four large mechanical VUs share the meter bridge with a cue speaker. The mainframe processor accepts any combination of analog or digital input cards.

Graham-Patten Systems
The product line includes the SoundPals line, a series of low-cost, problem-solving modules for digital audio interface, level control and conversion. Also, GPS has D/ESAM 230 digital edit-suite mixer, along with some substantial enhancements to the existing D/ESAM 400 mixer.

Mackie Designs
Digital 8 bus mixer is loaded with features: automation, DSP, machine controls, MIDI, built-in hard drive and modem, plus the flexibility for which Mackie is known. Pro Tools users will appreciate Mackie’s new human user interface (HUI). Complete bidirectional interaction is possible with Pro Tools 4.0, eight motorized faders, two mic pre-amps, transport/locate functions and a large scrub wheel, plus control room monitor operation and much more.

Pacific Research & Engineering
Has entries in the digital and analog classes. The AirWave is a medium-size (12- to 14-channel) analog board with basic features. Nice touches include combined control room and studio monitor module with talkback, an optional telco module, several neat things under the hood (including a snappy no-tools-required access compartment for easy maintenance), and a moderate price point. At the other end of the spectrum is the digital Integrity. This sleek, highly automated controller allows smooth transitions from show to show with set/save/recall functions, dedicated mic inputs and large LED channel-ID displays. Ten digital input channels come standard with sample-rate conversion and all digital input channels also accept analog signals. A flat-screen display complements the package.

Euphonix
The latest is the CS3000. The control surface is significantly redesigned from the company’s earlier products, and it includes moving-fader automation. A versatile surround-sound option handles any existing format with ease. Formats of the future can also be incorporated by software updates, adding to the console’s longevity and value.

EVI Audio
Has repackaged its popular Electro-Voice CO2 lavalier microphone as the CO2 Pro. Eight different cable- and mic-mounting clips are included, along with a zipper pouch. F-VS RE500 is a hand-held, true condenser cardioid mic with a 128dB dynamic range. Durability and handling noise issues are addressed by a patented internal shock system and the rubberized grip, factors appreciated in the live performance or ENG trenches. New from EVI’s Vega division is a 16-channel, computer-controlled UHF wireless mic receiver, the R-672. It can be used with any fixed-frequency UHF wireless transmitter operating with Vega’s exclusive Dynex III companding. To complement the R-672, Vega introduced the T-690 hand-held transmitter and T-772 body-pack transmitter. Several mic heads are available with the T-690, including Shure’s SM87 supercardioid condenser and EV’s ND-875. Both transmitters offer user-programmable channel and microphone gain controls.
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With the advent of a new digital television standard (DTV) now on the horizon, broadcast and production facilities must make careful equipment decisions today. Though this digital television standard brings various new opportunities for the broadcaster, there are several technical issues that must be considered when making equipment selections. These issues include widescreen aspect ratios (16:9), multiple channel distribution, high resolution formats (HDTV), as well as considering the effects of higher levels and multiple generations of signal compression.

As a pioneer in the standard setting process for HDTV, a leader in the development of digital television, and a member of the Grand Alliance, Philips has a thorough understanding and knowledge of the technical issues surrounding DTV. These technical considerations have been taken into account by Philips with regards to the design criteria of its current, and future, broadcast television products. This helps to ensure that equipment investments made today are prepared for the transition into the digital future.

DTV Ready is the Philips theme, and identification mark, for highlighting our products and system solutions that are ready for these transition issues. Look for the DTV Ready insignia on our products and promotional materials to easily identify these “future proofed” solutions, and then...

Prepare your facility for the digital future!

DTV READY Products

LDK 10 SERIES CAMERAS

• Instantly switchable between 4:3 and 16:9 (widescreen) aspect ratios - with uncompromising quality and no need for special lenses and/or adaptors.

LDK 20 & 100 SERIES CAMERAS

• Instantly switchable between 4:3 and 16:9 (widescreen) aspect ratios - with uncompromising quality and no need for special lenses and/or adaptors.
• Advanced HiRes Digital processing - offering unprecedented digital quality and low noise, which allows for more efficient compression encoding.
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SPIRIT DATACINE FILM SCANNER

- Real time multi-format, multi-standard film scanner - offers multiple format outputs including 1920x1080 HDTV.
- Multiple aspect ratios (including 16:9) - for standard definition (SDTV) requirements.
- Unprecedented low noise (below the film grain) - for film transfers with superior digital quality and low noise, which allows for more efficient compression encoding.

SATURN MASTER CONTROL SWITCHER

- Multi-channel operation - as many as 15 separate channels of serial digital video (SDV) and AES digital audio can be controlled by a single control console.
- Seamless integration with Philips Alamar station automation systems - for reliable, error-free, multi-channel operation.

MEDIA POOL VIDEO SERVER

- Multi-channel operation - up to 12 simultaneous channels of serial digital video (SDV) and AES digital audio can be available to as many separate users.
- Full bandwidth 270 Mb/s serial digital video capable - to allow for the possibility of recording bit rate reduced (BRR) HDTV signal formats.
- Possible migration to recording of 20 Mb/s DTV encoded signals - for "store and forward" applications such as network time delays and program recording.

DIAMOND-DIGITAL PRODUCTION SWITCHERS

- Switchable between 4:3 and 16:9 (widescreen) aspect ratios - includes effects generator and linearity compensation.
Ross Video Ltd.
Offers the CDK 104 teletext switcher. This miniature “stripped down” component digital switcher is designed for the needs of the film transfer suite. Capabilities include side-by-side and diagonal picture comparisons, a linear keyer, a basic chroma keyer and an interesting method of producing precision letter boxing.

Scitex Digital Video
The 8150 switcher can now include integrated Dv cousins digital video effects. Users can have the high quality of the Aleknas 8100 D-1 switcher and the effects capability of the Dv cousins in one control panel.

Snell & Wilcox
Magic Dv Cousins has matured, the latest version sports a new control panel with easy-to-use dedicated feature buttons and a group of effects sequence buttons that stores sets of on-line effects, selectable for different different operators. Among the enhancements are new warp-type effects, synchronizing TGIs on the inputs and an optional still store. Dv Cousins also offers eight- and 10-bit serial digital I/O for integration into component digital suites. Composite and component analog systems also are available.

Sony Electronics
Has expanded its line of 7000-series of digital production switchers. The 3-M/E DVS-7000 and 2-M/E DVS-7200 lines now include models designed for live applications. Functions, such as DME integration, expanded tally and source ID have increased their value for broadcast event production. Sony's DSE-3000 digital video effects system has many new effects capabilities. The digital Sparkle option provides such effects as kaleidoscope, explosions, swirls and melts. The Digital SKETCH option offers "painted" effects textures to the picture, such as oil paint, relief and enhanced edges.

Tektronix
Grass Valley switchers include the 3000 composite digital and 2000 and 4000 component digital lines. Various sizes handle all live or post-production need. All high-end models include standard features such as Time Align Editing time line functions, E-MEM effects memory, Chromatte Chromakey and Luma Image Layering System which allows up to four key layers on each M/E. The Crystal 4300 DVE system offers features such as Kurl non-linear effects and Trailblazer recursive effects. Operational features include independent function time lines, two global channels and a camera channel to make effects creation as simple or as sophisticated as desired.

Ultimate
Now offers the Ultimate 8 compositing system. Plug-in software modules are available for Macintosh, Windows NT and SGI computer platforms for software packages, such as After Effects, Premiere, Media 100, Avid, Flint, Flame, Chalice, D-Vision and others.
There is more to making the best wireless microphone for ENG than bells and whistles. It takes a responsive attitude, the best engineers and most innovative products. It takes relentless engineering efforts, and products that perform reliably, day after day, year after year.

Ask anyone who uses Lectrosonics wireless microphones what they think. Ask them about range, audio quality, reliability and factory direct support. You are likely to hear some very positive words.

If you already use Lectrosonics, thank you! You know you made the right choice. If you have never tried one, isn’t it about time?

The 190 Series Wireless System

The 190 system is a narrowband UHF design intended for congested RF environments. 5-pole helical resonator filters in the front-end, and ultra-sharp UNICHANNEL crystal filters in the receiver IF stage provide the highest selectivity in the industry. The dual-band compandor and AFC tuning circuitry provide outstanding audio quality. This is a workhorse for those with golden ears. The rugged, machined aluminum belt-pack and plug-on transmitters offer wide range input limiting and work with any microphone you already own.

Call for more information and a FREE copy of the 50 page Wireless Guide!

800-821-1121
Ampro
3600 Widescreen Retro rear projection monitor is designed for viewing HDTV images on a 54” x 31” screen.

Barco
Projector line includes the BarcoData 9200 and BarcoGraphics 9200 LCD projectors, both of which claim to produce 5,000 lumens. The Data 9200 uses three 756x556 active matrix LCD panels, while the Graphics 9200 uses three 1,024x768 panels. The BarcoData 708 CRT projector has optional auto-convergence, and uses seven-inch CRTs to produce 1,200 peak lumens. It accepts horizontal scan frequencies from 15kHz to 69kHz and has a 73MHz bandwidth.

Digital Projection
Power 4DV claims 3,500+ ANSI lumens using proprietary xenon lamp technology for superior color fidelity, again with the 848x600 DMD devices.

Electrohome
Vista Pro develops 1,200+ lumens, using (three) 848x600 DMD imaging devices for large room projection. Electrohome also has an upgrade to its Marquee 9300 that allows higher scan rates and wider bandwidth.

Extron Electronics
Line quadrupler is the System 4IQex. It accommodates RGB, composite and S-Video through four inputs and increases the horizontal scan rate to 63kHz. Motion Mode Compensation is used to reduce line multiplier artifacts.

Faroudja Laboratories
Now offers the PV400 Video/PC Scalar, an interface box that digitally converts gen-locks composite, Y/C, RGB or YUV video to non-interlaced computer displays up to 1,024x768. Vertical refresh rates are optimized for the output display up to 75Hz, allowing overlay of any computer-generated images.

Feral Industries
LD-2000 line doubler offers 8-bit digital processing and built-in TBC. It accepts composite, Y/C and YUV signals. Their QS-400 quad-split processor can be used for multiplexed display.

Folsom Research
9700XL workstation graphics scan converter is among the first to offer serial D-1 output with full gen-lock capability and a wide range of image adjustments.

Hughes-JVC
Products include the 3405C and 3705C image light amplifier (ILA) projectors rated at 4,200 and 6,800 lumens respectively. They also have a 12,000 lumens ILA projector for HDTV applications.

Miranda Technologies
Has the Quartz line quadrupler, which not only accepts composite, Y/C and component inputs but also 4:2:2 serial digital video. It will line-double signals to 31.5kHz, and all outputs are analog.

RGB Spectrum
Has the RGB/View 600 and SuperView 1000 multivideo windowing systems for workstation monitors. The RGB/View 600 can provide up to six real-time video windows while the SuperView 1000 is capable of 24.

Sony Electronics
VPD-S1800Q employs (three) 848x600 DMD chips and a 1,000W xenon projection lamp for 1,200 or 1,800 lumens, using a normal/high-power setting. Its CRT line includes two multiscan projectors. The VPH-G70Q replaces the VPH-1272Q and uses 8-inch CRTs to produce 240 ANSI lumens, has a bandwidth of 120MHz and maximum resolution of 1,700x1,200. The VPH-D50Q uses 7-inch CRTs and is rated at 160 ANSI lumens. Bandwidth is 75MHz and the projector can support up to 1,280x1,024 signals. Sony also has a line of professional PVM-M video monitors with 600- and 800-line resolutions. It includes the PVW-series 20-inch 16:9 HDTV monitor and the 29-inch PGM-2001RU multimedia monitor. The latter comes wired for VGA displays, but an optional BMK-201SC plug-in scan converter increases the horizontal scan rate to 85kHz.

Check out the Broadcast Engineering website at: www.broadcastengineering.com
Meet The Digital Detectives


Whether you are testing SDI transport path, verifying digital video protocol or performing quality assurance checks on program material, Leader’s new “Digital Detectives” are a dynamic solution for meeting SDI testing needs. Designed to operate in today’s “transition” environment where analog and digital are present, these advanced design instruments provide superior flexibility and ease of use for quick, pointless transition from analog to digital. Yes, each “Digital Detective” is a stand-alone product, but...the sum is greater than the parts!

For example, the LT 5910 SDI Analyzer delivers every capability for routing path and protocol analysis. What’s more, it acts as a signal source to permit deliberate introduction of digital video errors into the data stream in order to test your system’s ability to identify and deal with errors. Error capture and an extensive set of alarms facilitate 24 hour monitoring. Simultaneously, error capture permits detailed troubleshooting of Intermittent faults.

Monitoring actual video signals is the job of the versatile LV 5100D. It has 2 serial and one analog (3-wire) inputs and works well in multi-format environments. Extensive cursors and data readouts facilitate quick, error-free analysis using familiar analog displays to ease the transition to digital. The LT 425D generates all the signals and test patterns needed to become a precise master source for digital component reference and signal testing. Multiple SDI and analog black outputs simplify use with multi-formats. Compression test patterns include provisions for future test needs, while the built-in AES/EBU (separate and embedded) satisfies audio test requirements.

For a close-up look at the “Digital Detectives,” or for further details, call Leader’s system integration specialists...

1-800-645-5104 / www.leaderusa.com

LEADER
FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE
Leader Instruments Corporation, 380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices: Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Atlanta. In Conado call Omnitrax Ltd., 905 828-6221
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and 16mm film cameras, incorporates the same damping technology to provide infinitely adjustable tension setting for both pan and tilt.

**Chapman/Leonard**
Has a full line of camera cranes, dollies, remote arms, bases and pedestals that offer virtually everything conceivable in terms of studio and field camera mounts. The company's PeeWee dollies are the standard in affordable, transportable dollies, and the six-wheel steering crane trucks are a marvel of practical engineering. It's only natural that the Power Pod (load capacity of 80 pounds) and the Hot Head (max load of 176 pounds) camera remote systems are available to mount on the end of some of these exotic camera mounts.

**Cinema Products**
The company's line of Steadicam products is well-known. The ProVid 2 for nine- to 19-pound cameras is lighter, yet stronger, than its predecessors because of carbon fiber construction. New models feature modular components for easy field replacement and upgrade, as well as enhanced monitors. The top-of-the-line "EDTV" supports camera loads up to 45 pounds (prompter, etc.) and can be hard-wired via triax to a remote camera CCU. Like the Broadcast Steadicam (18 to 35 pounds capacity) the "EDTV" features "no tools" adjustment and balancing. The "SK" is the most compact steadicam and offers an affordable product for industrial/educational applications.

**O'Connor Engineering**
Fluid heads and tripods are precision engineered and manufactured from aircraft-grade components. An industry standard in the United States since the '50s, O'Connor products offer exceptional field reliability with good customer support. O'Connor offers improved calibration features, infinite drag settings, carbon fiber tripod elements, and in general, lightweight/high-strength aluminum and magnesium components. The new "Randall Handle" extension offers surprising advantages to the experienced cameraman. From the affordable model 515 to the sophisticated model 2527, O'Connor offers standard head/ tripod/accessory packages, but the product line-up is such that virtually any combination of components can be ordered to create a unique camera support system for your application.

**CANARE**
Line of cables, connectors, patchbays and snake systems includes the DVJ-W (normal through) and DVJ-S (straight through) video jacks. These front-mounted (no more lost screws) jacks are designed for DC to 1.4GHz bandwidth usage. Ancillary patchbays and specially designed and terminated patch cables ensure the integrity of 1.4GHz data/video patching. A wide variety of cable colors are available to facilitate color-keyed cable organization.

**Cartoni**
Fluid head tripods range from the Alfa I and II, designed for today's lightest ENG cameras, to the high-end C40s "Dutch Head." Cartoni fluid heads feature patented Cartoni fluid damping "Labyrinth Modules" to ensure precise, repeatable drag control settings. The Delta has LED position indicators to facilitate repeat set-ups and the new Gamma head, specifically designed for dockable ENG/EFP cameras.

**Robotic Camera Systems & Virtual Sets**

---
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The Driving Force in Robotic Camera Control

Going ‘robotic’? Radamec has become the world leader in robotic camera control, by using the latest technology to create simple to operate, flexible control systems that allow you to position your cameras just where and when you want them, every time.

Add this to a product range from pan and tilt heads to the most advanced freely navigating robotic pedestal - RP2, and our commitment to customer support and you’ll see why our systems are in daily operation in News studios, Remote Interview Studios, Parliaments and Legislatures around the world.

Going robotic? Then make your first call to us on +44 (0)1932 561181.

A Virtual Studio That Reduces Costs?

...It’s time to open your mind

Virtual Scenario. Just Imagine.

No more set builds. No more delays. No more studio headaches. Why compromise your programme look with real set limitations? Free your imagination and keep control of your budget, a powerful combination that only Virtual Scenario can provide.

Virtual Scenario allows cameras to pan, tilt, zoom, and focus with the virtual set always held in perfect perspective. It will not restrict you to computer generated sets. Scenes can come from any standard video source such as, still store, VT, live camera, disk recorder etc. Too good to be true? Call now for a demonstration tape and see for yourself.

Radamec Broadcast Systems, Bridge Road, Chertsey, Surrey KT16 8LJ, United Kingdom.
Tel +44 (0)1932 561181 Fax +44 (0)1932 568836
E-mail radamec_broadcast@lineone.net
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ParkerVision

The CameraManSTUDIO is a unique approach to one-man studio automation. Billed as a TV studio for less than $100,000, the CameraMan STUDIO offers switcher effects like chroma-keying, transitions, keying on-air graphics and DVE. It also provides programmable robotic camera control (up to 64 cameras), as well as audio mixing. The CameraMan 3-CCD pan/tilt head is a modular camera system that incorporates POWER HAD CCDs (380,000 elements, 75-line resolution) with 13x or 17x zoom, a serial-controlled pan/tilt head that can be mounted anywhere, and it can be fitted with a prompter that tracks with the talent.

Radamec Broadcast Systems

Virtual Scenario is composed of a 2RU CPU chassis unit, user workstation and a serial-controlled pan-and-tilt head equipped with high-resolution optical encoders. Developed in conjunction with the BBC, this product is a cost-effective virtual set solution. The workstation stores camera position and lens information, which it then incorporates via standard blue screen technology with a variety of background sources, including live video and CG environments. A new hardware defo- cusing product (D*Focus) allows variable focus (de-focus) of any virtual background, enhancing realism. Radamec’s RP2 robotic pedestal, combined with the same 421 pan-and-tilt head used in VirtualScenario and the eight-channel ARCh 2000 touch control panel are used in robotic TV Installations all over the world. Circle (125) on Free Info Card

RT-SET

Has the Lorus and Otus turnkey 3-D virtual studio systems designed for use in live and taped broadcast and cable television, post-production, interactive programming and other content-intensive video productions.

Sachtler

Tripods include the DV-2 and DV-4. The DV-4 features a sliding balance plate and a higher load capacity (12 pounds). Both are lightweight and bring Sachtler’s leak-proof fluid head and the “touch-and-go” release system to DV shooters at a reasonable price. Also from Sachtler is a series of heads based on the evolution of its “Plus” technology, featuring more finely tuned drag-and-counter balance control. The new Video 60 Plus uses a modular design that permits easy field conversion between various camera and dollies/crane fittings.

Telemetrics

Line includes the TM-9400, RS-232-controlled weatherproof robotic camera system and their newest pan-and-tilt head the PT-MP, which measures less than three inches at its base. To complement the PT-MP, Telemetrics has a compact color CCD camera, the CAM-SCL. The camera comes with a 12x zoom lens and features Y/C output. Intermediate size pan-and-tilt heads, a robotic pan-and-tilt trolley system and a host of joystick control panels are all part of the Telemetrics product line. Telemetrics’ TM-CPS control panel software interfaces with all of Telemetric’s other robotic/remote systems and offers productivity enhancements at every level. Telemetrics triax camera control system, the TM-9660, is an alternative to manufacturer’s solutions for accessing component signal output from the multitude of Y, R-Y, B-Y cameras on the market.

Vinten

The AutoCam system was introduced 10 years ago to implement automatic camera control in a newsroom environment. Since that time, the system has shown utility in a variety of applications. The ACP-800P includes a pan-tilt controller and a Pentium-such a system upgrade of Vinten’s HCP-8000. The ACP controls pedestal movement, as well as pan and tilt, on Vinten’s family of “Robo-Heads.” Expanding this line of pan-and-tilt heads is the HS-2010R, designed for a camera/accessory load of up to 123 pounds and the HS-102P, which is designed for loads up to 33 pounds. The AutoCam system can control up to eight of the HS-102P units. For smaller systems, the AutoCam multicontroller provides “live” control for pan and tilt, zoom and focus for up to four cameras, as well as a store/recall mode with access to a 100-shot memory per camera. Augmenting Vinten’s line of tripod camera support is the new ProTouch PRO 130 System. Designed for ENG crews on the move, the system components include the Vinten LF drag (fluid lubricated friction) head, lightweight aluminum vision tripod with spreaders and soft carrying case.

JAA Video System

Features the D5E serial digital encoder, a low-cost 4:2:2 serial digital-to-analog NTSC or PAL conversion device with “better-than-expected” performance. It features three analog outputs, two of which are switchable to S-Video and a relocked serial output. The D5E operates on 5VDC.

Avitel Electronic

Features the 3300-K series of modular video equipment with the DART frame management system, which allows control and remote status monitoring for all modules from a central location. Associated modules include a variety of analog and serial digital video distribution amplifiers, serializers and deserializers, A/D and D/A converters and serial digital frame synchronizers. Analog and digital modules may be mixed freely within a 3300-K series frame.

Beck Associates

Has two serial digital-to-analog composite video encoders designed for monitoring use. The SDV 4/4 is a serial digital monitoring distribution amplifier with four equalized and relocked outputs designed for use in a Grass Valley Group 8900 frame. The SDA 4/1 is a self-contained, self-powered model with a single relocked output. Both models have four analog outputs, equalize up to 300 meters of coaxial cable and have an on-board color bar generator.

Broadcast Video Systems

Has a Y/C-to-component transcoder. The model 738 is available in the 525/3.58MHz or 625/4.3MHz format and plugs into the same FR730 frame used by the company in 734 and 735 component transcoders. Up to three transcoder modules may be accommodated in a 1RU space.

Communication Specialties

Has the ScanDo Ultra which combines advanced features and a compact profile with an affordable price. It can accept computer graphic input resolutions up to 1,600x1,280 pixels at horizontal scan rates from 24kHz to 90kHz, and will output either NTSC or PAL composite video, S-Video and analog component video (BetaCam or MII). The ScanDo Ultra also features continuous 50% to 200% image sizing and a built-in test pattern generator;
You want to talk to how many people?

The NEW Matrix Plus 3
digital intercom system!

For complex tasks like coordinating a TV news broadcast, a major event, or even a space launch, many people need to communicate with each other, quickly and easily. With Matrix Plus 3, you can configure a variety of multi-key intercom stations, assignment panels, and interfaces to meet your specific intercommunications need – linking your staff into a flexible team.

Advanced DDSPTM – distributed digital signal processing technology yields virtually instantaneous response times, control over all audio levels, full-bandwidth audio, multiple onboard configurations, and compact system size. Individually variable listen levels are controllable from all stations. Levels are also adjustable on each IFB interrupt.

Matrix Plus 3 integrates seamlessly with telephones, IFB’s, camera and party-line intercoms, and two-way radios. And it’s designed and built for failsafe operation. The system is backwards compatible with existing Matrix Plus II stations.

Matrix Plus 3 – the best and most reliable matrix intercom system available – meets the challenge of the most complex event coordination and production communications.

* Patent Pending

© 1997 Clear-Com. Tel: (510) 527-6666 Fax: (510) 527-6699 www.clearcom.com / International: Tel: (510) 932-8134 Fax: (510) 932-2171
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as well as an adjustable flicker filter and downconverted outputs for VGA, Macintosh and S-Video.

**Digital Processing Systems**

Has the DPS-465 serial digital synchronizer. Four different input and output formats are provided: serial component (D-1) digital, analog component video (Beta Cam or Hi8), S-Video and composite NTSC. The DPS-465 can act as a transcoder. The internal signal processing is 10-bit CCIR-601 serial digital and a built-in TBC circuit allows heterodyne input signals from camcorders to be integrated into a broadcast environment.

***Circle (125) on Free Info Card***

**Digital Transport Systems**

Offers hardware and software solutions for real-time MPEG-2 and DVB test and measurement. A line of PCI-compatible transport stream generators complements the existing family of transport stream analyzers and EISA-based TSGs for sending or receiving pre-generated data, such as MPEG-2 transport streams across DVBASI high-speed asynchronous serial, DVB ISDN or RS-422 8-bit parallel connection.

***Circle (126) on Free Info Card***

**Feral Industries**

LD-2000 line doubler features digital processing with motion detection, three-field processing for motion video sequences, with temporal and vertical filtering and a freeze function. The LD-2000 can accept input in composite, Y/C, analog component and VGA formats and outputs 1VDS video at a resolution of 852x480 pixels. System setup is accomplished through the use of an on-screen menu.
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**Folsom Research**

9700XL scan doubler accepts high-resolution RGB computer video at horizontal scan rates up to 100kHz and converts it to broadcast-quality NTSC or PAL, in composite, analog component, S-Video or, optionally, serial digital component formats. The 9700XL also supports 31.5kHz RGB output. It has full front-panel control, a versatile zoom function, gen-lock and adjustable horizontal, vertical and flicker-reduction filters for the highest possible video quality.

**Heuris**

Is distributing the MPEG PowerMUX multiple channel live video multiplexing unit for use with ATM networks. With the PowerMUX, broadcasting and post-production facilities can be wired for ATM transmission within and between facilities instead of traditional analog transmission, allowing data to be manipulated quickly, easily and inexpensively in digital formats.
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**Hotronic**

AR71-PAL is a full-bandwidth TBC/frame synchronizer designed for a PAL composite video environment. It features composite input and output, 4:2:2 eight-bit processing and a TBC function. The AR71-PAL is designed to be a TBC card for a PC-compatible computer, but an optional rack-mount chassis allows stand-alone operation.

**Macrovision**

Has the Minicrypt VES-TM hand-held scrambling system. This compact codec effectively encrypts and decrypts a video and audio signal for transmission via satellite or microwave. Two external hexadecimal switches set a unique security code, in addition to a customer-specific code, that adds an additional level of security. The lightweight unit operates on 7VDC to 30VDC and can encrypt either NTSC or PAL.

**Miranda Technologies**

Offers the VIVO digital video gateway that provides a 4:2:2 serial digital input and output for the Silicon Graphics O2 workstation. The VIVO also provides GPI input and output and is powered by the O2 workstation. This compact unit plugs into the workstation’s digital video port connector and works in 525- and 625-line formats.

***Circle (129) on Free Info Card***

**Prime Image**

Has Pick-2, a modular mainframe product, designed to house any two of a wide selection of TBCs, standards converters, frame synchronizers, audio delays or logo inserters. All of these building blocks can be controlled from the front panel of the Pick-2 frame or through an optional remote control. Also from Prime Image is the Twister, designed to transmit high-quality stereo audio and video signals through a simple twisted pair of wires, up to 5,000 feet in length.
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**RGB/Videolink**

1700-D4 scan converter accepts input vid-
one-inch pipe

3 - 60 kW Solid State Liquid Cooled TV Transmitting Systems

Minimum Space Requirements and Simplified Installation
Itelco has developed the most compact solid state VHF and UHF TV transmitters in the world through modern technology and an innovative liquid cooling system. Installation is simplified by the absence of large air handling equipment, insulated ducts, big ventilation units, complex and expensive air-conditioning systems. Two one-inch pipes are the only interconnections required between the transmitter and the heat exchanger. Significant cost savings are realized due to simplified installation, compact size, and almost maintenance free requirements.

Probably the Best Technology Available Today
The new Origin video computing platform.
It's about time.
It's about...
Introducing the Origin™ video computing platform from Silicon Graphics. It’s time you had everything you wanted, everything you needed and everything your competitors didn’t want you to have in one, rack-mountable, digital broadcast platform.

Time will tell which digital video formats become the standards of our industry, so the Origin platform supports them all. From the biggest uncompressed formats to the most multi-channel playout streams, from HDTV to low bit-rate MPEG, run them all today.

Time also changes everything, so we’ve given the Origin platform more scalability and flexibility than any dedicated box. Store months of on-line video, fast-network to any local desktop, run world-class applications, support standard automation systems and StudioCentral™ asset management environment. Want advanced graphics? Origin will let you add it. That’s power and flexibility.

When you’re ready to see what the best system in the industry can do, visit us on the Web. But don’t wait too long. Time is money and of the two, we can only make you more of the latter.

SiliconGraphics
Computer Systems
Telect

VersaFrame 2000 is billed as the “All-In-One Modular Pro A/V System.” This flexible, modular system includes plug-ins for distribution and routing of analog and serial digital video, serializers and deserializers. All modules can be mixed within a frame and can be “hot-swapped” in the event of failure.

Cost: $6,029 (1030) on Free Info Card

Sigma Electronics

Has three transcoders and one decoder for analog video, as well as a serial digital product for PAL applications; all of which can be mounted in the series 2100 modular mounting frame. The TPS-2112 transcodes a PAL Y/C signal to PAL component analog video; the TXP-2113 transcodes PAL composite video to PAL component analog video; and the TXC-2114 transcodes a Y, R-Y, B-Y component analog signal to NTSC composite video and Y/C. The Sigma DEC-2192 decoder converts a PAL component analog or a PAL Y/C signal and divides it into RGBS, while the DPC-2171 converter takes a 4:2:2 component serial digital and converts it to PAL component analog video.

Snell & Wilcox

Transphix applies high-resolution 3-D filtering technology to convert all popular non-interlaced computer video formats to NTSC or PAL output for recording or broadcast. It automatically senses the input format, up to 1,600x1,280 pixels, and produces output in PAL, NTSC, PAL-M, PAL-N and an S-Video (Y/C) output. Optionally, the Transphix can output analog component or digital component signals. Other features include a 4x zoom with pan and tilt and a freeze function. Also from S&W is the Interpolator, a unique display processor that can integrate a PC environment into a 1,280x1,024 pixel combined visual display. Interlaced TV video can be mixed with progressive scan computer graphics on the same screen. Video inputs can be composite, analog component, S-Video, 1394 FireWire and 4:2:2 serial digital. Multiple computer resolutions are also supported.

Tiernan Communications

Features a broad line of MPEG-2 encoders for digital satellite newsgathering (DSNG), program distribution and backhaul applications. The versatile TE4 encoder supports the 4:2:2@ML or the MP@ML MPEG-2 standards for high-end professional broadcast applications. Input video can be analog composite or serial digital and either four monaural audio channels or two stereo pairs can be compressed following the MPEG-2 audio layer I and II standard. Output data rates are programmable up to 70Mb/s and the output transport stream can be output to either of two output option modules, which can support interfaces for SCPC or MCPC applications.

Louth Automation

Has the ADC-50, with same features and functionality as its ADC-100 broadcast automation system, but, with one functional limitation: no serial control of master control switchers or related secondary equipment. Equipped with a 4RU 12-slot PC Pentium device server, the basic system includes one ADC-50 play list and device interfaces for two VTRs, two video file server A/V streams and a 10x1 switcher (optional drivers for other periphery cards are available). Also included are four-port serial cards and a Windows client workstation.

Video International

DTC 4600MV universal motion vector converter inputs and outputs virtually any video format and features smooth, judder-free conversion of moving images, including captions and sports. It also features a two-channel audio delay circuit to prevent lip sync problems.

Leightonrix

Has a low-priced event controller and digital video player ideal for automating closed-circuit systems, access channels or similar applications with limited demands. The MVP-2000 features a built-in 4x3 router with stereo audio, 2GB storage of MPEG playback, control of 16 tape decks and network control by LAN or WAN.

Associated Press

NewsCenter is touted as the newsroom system you'll never outgrow. It equips any TV newsroom with key functions, such as scripting, closed captioning, assignments and more, through software that runs on personal computers linked via a local area network. AP also offers ENPS, a revolutionary new TV production system; APTV, a global video service that unilaterally gathers its own material; SNTV, a unique sports video service; and The WIRE, a 24-hour multimedia service for the Internet.

Florical Systems

Offers the CachePlayer, a low-cost automation solution designed to replace robot, VTR and tape usage by as much as 90%. CachePlayer is a Pentium-based PC/software package that automatically caches spots from a PC to a third-party server/cache. It then manages the air playback of those spots based on the traffic schedule. The interface gives much of the editing functionality and database features popularized by Florical's AirBoss and SpotCatcher systems. CachePlayer hopes to fill a niche by extending the life of existing Betacart systems, while newer technologies mature.

MATCO

Builds the MA-400 video server, a turnkey, Motion-JPEG-based system designed for the efficient insertion of commercials and promotional materials. The MA-400 comes complete with 9GB of fixed disk storage, definable compression rates, inventory management and scheduling software; assignable GPI trigger, tally closure or other automation control; and integrated control of an RS-422 VCR or VTR for use as a source.
We’ve pulled the plug on the patch bay.

Calibar. The pocket-sized NTSC test signal generator.

Until now, you had two choices when it came to video calibration equipment—the rack-mounted system or desktop-sized system. Serviceable, sure…but hardly convenient. Because while it sits in the patch bay, you run around plugging umpteen cables in and out to get the readings you need. And on location? Forget it.

But now, there’s Calibar.

It’s the fastest, easiest, most portable way to calibrate video equipment. No patch bay racks or bulky, oversized test equipment. And no limits to where you can use it. So, besides giving you fast accurate readings in the studio, it’s perfect for off-site events and trouble-shooting in the field.

Just tuck the pen-sized Calibar in your pocket and you’re ready to go. Touch the button to generate SMPTE color bars. Touch it again to calibrate convergence, do a line sweep, read color fields and so on. With its 10 bit digital architecture and precision output, Calibar accurately performs 24 test pattern functions…that’s as many as most rack systems.

It’s fast, easy, and, at under three ounces, extremely portable. Just try taking your rack-mounted system along.

And speaking of small, Calibar costs a fraction of a rack-mounted system. So if you’re ready to pull the plug on your old system, call: 1-800-862-7837 for more information.

www.newtek.com

1-210-370-8000
Fax: 1-210-370-8001
Anonymous FTP site: ftp.newtek.com
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deck in capture. With up to 75 minutes of Beta SP-quality video and CD-quality audio, the low-priced MA-400 is well-suited to the needs and capital resources of many smaller broadcast stations.

Odetics Broadcast
Has Roswell, the "first broadcast management system designed from the ground up since the advent of digital disk storage." Using de facto industry standards, such as Windows NT 4.0 and the SQL-compliant Oracle database management system, Roswell delivers an open system interface to traffic and accounting; supports standard networking connectivity via an Ethernet LAN; features a familiar Microsoft GUI; supports object-oriented programming; and is completed by at least one device control server (DCS) capable of controlling up to 16 peripheral devices. Odetics also features the Data Library Manager. Developed for SpotBank systems, it provides an integrated solution for archive, backup and restoration of video server contents using compressed video based on the DLT tape technology.

Panasonic Broadcast and Television
Has the Smart Cart automated record/playback system. An expanded system robotically links up to three Smart Carts, yielding the same tape storage capacity (an average of 450 cassettes) as larger library systems in only half the space. Each discrete Smart Cart is a true multichannel system that can provide a completely different set of commercials and programs to two separate stations.

Philips Broadcast Television Systems
Has the XL series of Media Pool models. The two-channel XL-2100, the 3-channel XL-3100 and the 4-channel XL-4100 (all currently available) support Media Pool's expandable architecture, integrated applications and industry-standard protocols. The base XL series system includes Splash administrative software, Pool Net Native System Protocol, Beta CP Serial Control Protocol and Stream VTR emulation software. Other applications can be added for cart emulation, caching or editing.

Tektronix
Offers the Grass Valley M-2100 digital master control system. It provides multichannel operation from a single control panel, the M-2100 has some unique features — integrated SqueezeBack and Profile Professional Disk Recorder (PDR) clip stacking. SqueezeBack eliminates the need for an external DVE by incorporating digital 2-D picture manipulation in the video processing path. Integrated Profile PDR clip stacking offers single-point control for viewing/stacking of clips stored on a Profile disk recorder and for their replay to air. The event stacker provides almost instant access to a large variety of filler or promo material. Integrated audio/video and control processing frame and hot-pluggable modules are more of the unique features offered by this scalable switcher.

VidCAD Documentation Programs (VDP)
Helps make your job easier with VidCAD SPECS. With SPECS, you can quickly locate specification information on thousands of products from hundreds of manufacturers on CD-ROM. The comprehensive catalog contains detailed product descriptions and options lists that are updated quarterly, with weekly updates on the Web. In addition, VidCAD Diagram Tools, a computed-aided documentation program, is available in Level 2, featuring more than 12,000 equipment models, custom drawing styles, cable number labels and a run-time version of AutoCAD R13 for 2-D or 3-D drawings. Level 2 also allows you to diagram sketches without linking to cable or equipment databases.
StudioFrame™
The Solid Foundation for Signal Processing

- Flexible
- Modular
- Scaleable

Designed to accommodate today's as well as tomorrow's video and audio interfacing requirements

Broad, Comprehensive Module Range
Analog and Digital Interfaces
Unconstrained Module Mix
Networkable Remote Control
Redundant Power Supply
Hot Swappable Design
Two Chassis Types

With a wide range of processor modules ranging from 10-bit Serial Digital Converters to Noise Reducers and Video/Audio Synchronizers, Nova's StudioFrame provides the most comprehensive signal processing system available.

Serial Digital Converters SDA-1
RGB or Component Video to Y/C and Composite Video Encoder
Median Noise Reducers MNR-SF MNR-NB

© Copyright 1997, Nova Systems
**Advanced Broadcast Systems**

Offers the CST-II transmitters. These computer-supervised UHF units are available with IOT, MSDC and klystron tubes in power levels ranging from 20kW to 240kW.

**Belar**

TVM-230 BTSC TV stereo monitor/analyzers operates in conjunction with its TVM-100 or 101 or other wideband aural demodulators. The TVM230 digitizes the complete demodulated aural signal and decodes the stereo multiplex using digital signal-processing techniques. Also from Belar is the TVM-250 SAPPRO monitor, a dual modulation monitor system for stations broadcasting the MTS SAP or PRO channels.

**Broadcast Microwave Services**

Has a new STL/SSL ICR modular system package that provides high quality at low cost and is ready to handle signals worldwide. In addition, the company has 7GHz and 13GHz low-cost compact transmitters for simple STL applications.

**Best Power**

Patriot Pro uninterruptible power systems (UPS, 400VA-1,000VA) provide Internet/Intranet-ready advanced power protection for PCs, workstations and small servers. Telephone/10Base-T surge suppression protects computers connected to the Internet via a modem and safeguards networks from dangerous lightning and “backdoor” surges via ethernet 10Base-T. Circle (134) on Free Info Card

**Coaxial Dynamics**

Has a line of dummy loads, including air-cooled dummy loads up to 12.5kW, which are rated at up to 1,000MHz.

**Comark Communications**

Products include three different models of transmitters and Comark Digital Services (CDS). The purpose of CDS is to provide turnkey solutions to the broadcasting industry's transition of DTV. Comark’s Optimus series of solid-state UHF and VHF digital (and analog) TV transmitters offers power levels from 500W to 60kW. An interesting feature of this transmitter is that when used as an analog transmitter, it can be configured either as a common (visual and aural) amplification system or the more traditional separate amplifiers for picture and sound. Both configurations use combiners to add additional power cabinets to be added until the desired output level is reached. Comark’s Advantage family of transmitters feature air- and water-cooling at various power levels from 5kW up to 200kW in the UHF channels. The Advantage is an IOT system transmitter, and you can choose your favorite tube manufacturer to supply the IOT. The IOX transmitter line has a smaller footprint package and features microprocessor control, common or separate amplification at NTSC power levels from 15kW to 28kW.

**Dielectric**

Products handle any power level legal for NTSC or DTV. The company also has the facilities to design and construct any filters required for combining multiple carriers into one transmission line and antenna.

**Dielectric**

Has the IOTD2100, a water-cooled device that delivers 110kW of peak power. Also offered are smaller water-cooled units, the IOTD270 (70kW) and the IOTD150W (50kW), along with the IOTD150R (50kW), an air-cooled design.

**EEV**

Has the IOTD2100, a water-cooled device that delivers 110kW of peak power. Also offered are smaller water-cooled units, the IOTD270 (70kW) and the IOTD150W (50kW), along with the IOTD150R (50kW), an air-cooled design.

**Eimac**

IOT line now includes three new dual-mode (analog or digital) models with power levels from 22kW to 53kW as well as four IOTs optimized for HDTV. These tubes offer power levels from 44kW to 110kW (peak).

**Electronics Research, Inc. (ERI)**

Has gone into the lightning protection and ground system business and is producing cathodic ground rods and high-tech spur-type lightning rods. Together, these units can greatly reduce the amount of damage that a station experiences from lightning.

**Antenna Concepts**

Makes a line of antennas for FM, ITFS, PCS, UHF and VHF service. Of greatest interest in the area of HDTV is its low-power TV antennas. The series has names like Champion, E-Slot, LP line and the Blaster. The products are available as directional or omni, circularly polarized and represent a method of putting a network pass-through UHF HD station on the air. The Spanner line handles power from 5kW to 150kW in the UHF band. Antenna Concepts offers a line of high-power omnidirectional batwing antennas for the VHF band with power levels up to 20kW. While the batwing is a time-tested design, it still represents a less-expensive method of getting a VHF signal on the air.
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**Cablewave**

Has an NTSC/DTV single antenna solution — a wideband UHF antenna available in side-mount or top-mount configurations with power-handling capabilities of up to 60kW. It also has the Flexwell series of cables and connectors.

**Dielectric**

Products handle any power level legal for NTSC or DTV. The company also has the facilities to design and construct any filters required for combining multiple carriers into one transmission line and antenna.

**EEV**

Has the IOTD2100, a water-cooled device that delivers 110kW of peak power. Also offered are smaller water-cooled units, the IOTD270 (70kW) and the IOTD150W (50kW), along with the IOTD150R (50kW), an air-cooled design.

**Electronics Research, Inc. (ERI)**

Has gone into the lightning protection and grounding system business and is producing cathodic ground rods and high-tech spur-type lightning rods. Together, these units can greatly reduce the amount of damage that a station experiences from lightning.
If You Want To Appreciate The Incredible Design and Construction of Sennheiser Lavalier Microphones, You Have To LOOK CLOSELY

You don't actually need to see a Sennheiser lavalier mic to appreciate its benefits. That's the point. Our mics are designed to be visually anonymous, yet they deliver the finest sound you can get from a lavalier.

Our MKF: 2 provides outstanding sonic accuracy in an exceptionally tiny package. The ME 102 and 104 capsules are part of a modular family - interchangeable components facilitate their use for virtually any application.

Is it any wonder that EVERY major network chooses Sennheiser for their news teams as well as their entertainers? Or that major broadway shows choose Sennheiser for their productions?

Stop in at your Sennheiser dealer or call us to find out how Sennheiser can help you get the best out of your audio investment.

To Appreciate Our Incredible Fidelity and Performance
JUST LISTEN

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation
P.O. Box 987, Dept: 213, Old Lyme, CT 06371 • Tel: 860-434-9700 Ex: 213 • Fax: 860-434-9756 • California: Tel: 877-845-7366 • Latin America: Tel: 525-639-0956

Sennheiser Canada: 221 Labrosse Ave., Pte Claire, PQ H9R 1A3 • Tel: 514-426-1013 Fax: 514-426-3153
World Wide Web: http://www.sennheiserusa.com

Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany
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www.americanradiohistory.com
Power, performance, choice... you win in every category.

When it comes to selecting the right combination of power and performance for your UHF TV transmitter, nobody gives you a greater choice than Thomson Tubes Electroniques. Our new IOT range, featuring optimised design and patented Pyrobloc grid technology, meets all your power needs from 20 to 60 kW. Our Diacode® range takes tetrode performance to new heights, offering peak output power from 10 to 80 kW. Advanced features include minimum RF losses in the tube. Our UHF tetrodes range from 1.1 to an impressive 44 kW, their high-efficiency design makes them true leaders in energy and cost savings. What's more, all the tubes have been qualified for tomorrow's digital broadcast standards.
As part of our comprehensive approach to increasing your broadcast performance, we also design and manufacture full matched cavities for each of our tubes. Of course when you choose our tubes, you get more than just outstanding product performance and lifetime... you get the service, support and innovation of a global leader in UHF tube technology.

Wherever you are, our engineers and technicians are at your service to help you select, install and maintain the tubes you operate in your transmitters. And you benefit from rapid, continuous access to the spares you need.

Want a real choice in today's most advanced UHF power grid tubes?

Make the right choice: Thomson Tubes Electroniques.

THOMSON TUBES ELECTRONIQUES

Headquarters: 18, avenue du Marechal-Juin
92315 Meudon-la-Forêt cedex - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 30 70 35 00 - Fax: +33 (0)1 30 70 35 35

400 Commerce Way - PO Box 540 - TOTOWA NJ 07511
Tel: (1-201) 812 90 00 - Fax: (1-201) 812 90 50

POWER
Elettronica Industriale
Offers the Linea Stone, a 5kW solid-state UHF transmitter. Linea Stone includes considerable redundancy, complies with NTSC standards and is compatible with DVB and 8VSB standards.

EMCEE
Latest offering is the TTU2500HD Transition transmitter (2.5kW average power). Its broadband solid-state driver features easy operation and low maintenance. A frequency-agile synthesizer permits channel changes in the field. The unit employs an 8VSB modulator and a tetrode power amplifier. Also from EMCEE are low-power transmitters for MMDS applications. The DigaCom series of transmitters are designed to operate from 2.5GHz to 2.7GHz frequencies. The UHF transmitter line now include the F series, which is a 1kW solid-state unit.

Equi-Tech
Specializes in balanced power systems, and has introduced a range of downsized systems ideal for remote facilities or small studio/automated operations.

Hirose Electric Inc.
Has a wide variety of medium-sized, weather-resistant, contact-impedance N-series coaxial connectors. These 50Ω impedance screw-coupling connectors can be used at frequencies up to 10GHz. At low frequencies, they can be used with 75Ω cables. Circle (137) on Free Info Card

Harris Corporation
Sigma CD transmitter is designed to be an ATV transmitter. The key component within the Sigma is the CD-1 exciter. The CD-1 uses digital modulation techniques to provide proper filtering and linearity correction for the 8-VSB signal, while protecting the above and below adjacent channels. This exciter has a 32dB signal-to-noise ratio. Circle (136) on Free Info Card

Itelco
Has 3-60kW liquid-cooled UHF and VHF transmitters, as well as digital exciters.

Jampro Antennas
Source of DTV antennas and broadcast RF systems. Among their products is a broadband UHF panel antenna that will side-mount or top-mount and is modular in design. The panels can be configured to provide various patterns, gain and power levels. The JTW series of slotted antennas will also top- or side-mount and are available up to power levels of 160kW and on all UHF channels. Jampro also offers its “dual” antennas, which are designed to provide NTSC and DTV service from the same aperture. This is a combination of the JTW traveling wave antenna and the JAT batwing VHF antenna. Jampro also offers the dual-mode combiners to allow different UHF channels to use one common transmission line and antenna up to power levels of 120kW. Circle (139) on Free Info Card

Kay Industries
Has 3-phase rotary converters. These units are designed to sit quietly and pump out 3-phase power for years on end.

Litton Electron Devices
Has a complete line of TWTs for C- and Ku-band uplinks. They also rebuild and repair UHF-TV klystrons.

MGE UPS Systems
Pulsar ES 2/4/7/110 offers inexpensive, quality battery backup and surge protection for desktop PCs, monitors, UNIX, CAD workstations and entry-level servers. Smart battery management features include: longer battery backup, fast battery recharge, increased battery life, automatic battery testing and deep discharge protection.

Myat
Offers power combiners that will accept multiple inputs and combine them into one common feed line. These are available in 3- to 8-way combiners for VHF and UHF frequencies.

Nucomm
Has digital-ready microwave systems that are designed to meet the bandwidth needs of digital TV systems. Units can handle 2GHz and above, for both ENG and STL applications. Circle (139) on Free Info Card
"With more than two feet of ice at the antenna of our 1,000-foot PiRod tower, and guy wire ice eight inches in diameter, our tower bent like a banana. I recall my engineer saying that the tower wouldn't last five more minutes. But our solid rod PiRod tower stood there and straightened as the ice melted. No damage. No stress fractures. No problems. I guess that's when the quality of a solid rod PiRod tower comes through."

Dave Turner
WMCC TV, Channel 23
Indianapolis, Indiana
PiRod Inc.
The 83-page Tower Parts and Accessories Guide catalog details PiRod's complete line of tower parts and accessories and features the latest in anticalm devices, universal side arm mounts, nonpenetrating roof mounts, cellular/PCS sector mounts and other cost-effective solutions for your tower needs.
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Radio Frequency Systems (RFS)
Has waveguide directional combiners as well as panel arrays. The panels are designed for the UHF band to 2kW per panel. The waveguide combiner modules are designed for transmitter powers up to 60kW.

Shively Labs
Offers the series 2000 UHF antenna line. The 2000 features power levels from 1kW to 150kW, horizontal or elliptical polarization. It is DC grounded for lightning protection and is available with radomes for weather protection. Shively also manufactures a line of FM and MMDS antennas.

Stainless Inc.
Provides fabrication and erection of structures up to 2,000 feet in height. The company also provides structural analysis and modifications for existing tower owners who are considering ATV installations.

Thomson Tubes Electroniques
Line of tubes includes IOTs, tetrodes and Diacodes. Among them are the TH 680, a water-cooled 60kW version, and the TH 610, a 10kW air-cooled Diacode.

AccuWeather
Offers a complete package of high-quality, high-impact services. The Ultragraphix weather system includes custom 32-bit graphics, Weathermation instant time-line animations, VirtualWeather and Forecast FlyThru animations, animated transitions, non-linear editing, automatic show creation, real-time Doppler radar, satellite images, weather maps and feature graphics. Complete weather forecasts are available for your web site and ready-for-air via satellite. The FirstWarn system is EAS-compatible and automatically generates crawls, map icons and radar to notify viewers of severe weather.

Allen Osborne Associates
Offers a line of Hilomast telescopic pneumatic masts. The masts can be used for remote ENG, communications, field-strength measurements, pop-up jamming, remote surveillance and noise level measurements.

Anton/Bauer
Hytron system uses high-performance metal hydride cells equipped with onboard "fuel computers" that monitor charging and usage to optimize battery performance. A newly patented interface from the digital battery provides instant remaining capacity information to an LCD display on the cell and in the viewfinder of most popular camcorders. Hytron batteries are compatible with existing Anton/Bauer chargers, as well as newer Logic Series and InterActive 2000 models.

BAF Communications Corporation
Offers a range of satellite news vehicles. The Navigator "flyaway" satellite uplink portable, pack it up system is the latest offering. The fold-up antenna is the Cen-
When you go digital

Go Digital with PAG

A System beyond comparison

In the camera viewfinder PAG System RTI displays remaining run-time accurate to the second.

Upgrade any broadcast camera with Paglok System RTI.

PAG Digital Battery Reader and conversion card.

Nickel Cadmium:
Paglok Digital System RTI 13.2V 5Ah & 2.5Ah batteries.

Nickel Metal Hydride:
Paglok Digital System RTI 13.2V 8Ah & 4Ah batteries.

SYSTEM RTI also gives you a video monitor replay option

CALL 888-PAG USA-1 NOW for a demonstration

Professional Broadcast Equipment™

PAG USA
2755 Alamo St. #103, Simi Valley, CA 93065. Tel: 805/520-4911, Fax 805/520-7342, e-mail pagusa@aol.com
turbation 1.5m offset fed diamond-shaped parabola with Intelsat and Eutelsat approval and complies with CCIR-280. Transmit gain is 45.5dBi at 14.25GHz and receive gain is 47dBi at 11.95GHz. The unit can withstand inclement weather and winds and will withstand thousands of repeated assembly and disassembly while maintaining the integrity of the positioner geometry.

Broadcast Microwave
Has new ENG vehicle packages for single- or dual-band transmitter operation. These packages include offset feed antennas and control panels with built-in test generators. Products also include helicopter systems with omnidirectional antennas and GPS-steerable antenna pods.

Broadcast Software Solutions
WinMasterCG version 4.01 drives the Chyron Codit CG and has all the functionality of the DOS MasterCG, but with many more features and an easy icon-driven Win95 interface. It has all the new variations of the TV Ratings Icons and includes CC and E/I symbols.

Christie Electric
Product line includes the CASP/1500 and 1100 charger/analyzers. The former is a 6-output user-programmable system, while the latter is a more economical 4-output, preprogrammed system. Both models join the other members of the CASP family, and support all types of professional video system batteries.

Columbia Communications Corporation
Uses a creative approach that uses the C-band capacity onboard NASA's Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) to provide cost-effective video transmission across the Atlantic.

Communications & Power Industries (CPI)
Stacom Division’s latest offering is the CMPA (Compact Medium Power Amplifier). This 5.25-inch unit features microprocessor control and can be used in SNG, flyaway and small earth terminal applications. Built-in fault diagnostics and modular construction make the unit easy to maintain.

EVE
Has the Stellar range of high-power amplifiers (HPAs). Stellar HPAs offer up to 500W outputs from units that weigh only 55 pounds and are only 3RU tall. They can operate on voltages from 99V to 264V without adjustment and can be used for analog and digital uplinks. Comprehensive remote control is provided through an RS-422/485 port.

ESE
Offers 5- and 16-inch clocks. The LX-5105 and LX-5116 are auto setting to time-code inputs or low-voltage impulse signals and offer sweep or step modes with optional lighted dials.

Frezzi Energy Systems
M2100 is designed to charge, charge and maintain most video and lighting batteries, the M2100 is built from aircraft aluminum for light weight and durability. A RISC processor powers the operating system, which offers simple, user-friendly operation and displays.

Horiita
Has among its many products, the PR-232. It operates in conjunction with a DOS TSR program, and automatically keeps your computer's clock updated to time code or GPS time input through an RS-232 input. The MTG-TIME program that accompanies the PR-232 not only updates your computer's time to prevent drift from unreliable PC clocks, but it provides easy offset to differing time zones or UTC time.

Hughes Communications
Offers a range of commercial satellite communications services. Its Galaxy Satellite Services (GSS) unit offers satellite services in cable video, broadcast video, video timeshare, VSAT data, voice and video, international television, satellite newsgathering and SCPC audio and data.

IBM
Is offering its Video Services business. This service uses local loops into ATM nodes in IBM's global network and offers a broad spectrum of broadcast-quality MPEG-2 video for backhaul usage. One of the most interesting parts of this service is the self-scheduler available on the Internet. Simply log on and get full booking, pricing and status reports. This is intended to be a global service by the end of 1998. IBM has an arrangement with Keystone for satellite services, that may be needed in conjunction with the service.

IDX Technology
Has NP batteries that use lithium ion technology in addition to a companion charger that will simultaneously charge four of the new batteries.

LandSea Systems
MillenniumM-phone (Mini-M) can be used for global voice, fax and data communications. The terminals use the latest INMARSAT 3 satellites via Spot Beam. The phone is the size of a PC notebook and weighs less than five pounds including antenna and battery.

Maxell
Is meeting the digital world head-on with a new, advanced 1-inch cassette designed for HDTV machines. A high-performance binder system and ceramic armor metal particle coating keep the tape from flaking under the high stress of fast shuttle modes and slow motion. Maxell also has a D-5 cassette product specially designed to maximize D-5 performance when the format is used with Panasonic's adapters that allow the recording of HDTV signals.

Nera Communications
In Norway has its “SuperVisat” on-demand video backhaul system. Built into a VW van, this unit has a 1.2m dish mounted on the roof and is designed for full operation by one non-technical person. All transponder assignments, tuning, steering, cross-polar and other checks are fully automatic. Even remote-control cameras can be used with the system.

PAG Ltd.
The revolutionary Palight is compact and cool running and has been designed for all ENG/EFP situations, answering the many requests for an all-embracing, single-operator camera light. To convert from halo-
BECAUSE OUR FOCUS IS A LITTLE SHARPER, YOURS IS A LOT FASTER!

We don't make copiers, cameras or film. Around the world we're known for the lenses and lens accessories we make for broadcast television and motion pictures. That has been our main endeavor for more than half a century. It's why our focus is a little sharper and our vision a little clearer.

The first TV zoom and internally focusing lenses were both Angenieux innovations. Another is our 15x8.3 AIF. For performance and quality, it meets or beats the competition. But with our exclusive Assisted Internal Focus, it gives you the most important competitive edge. Speed!

Patented AIF makes focusing and framing just this fast, this simple.

1. FRAME THE SHOT AND PRESS THE AIF THUMB-SWITCH—the lens automatically zooms to full tele at maximum speed.
2. FOCUS, THEN RELEASE THE SWITCH—the lens zooms back to the framed shot, now perfectly focused.

In an ENG lens, AIF speed can make all the difference between gathering the news or watching it at home on another channel.

One more thing. Across the board, Angenieux prices are lower. So, you can spend more for the same specs or pay less for the fastest focusing lenses around. It's your choice.

For more information, a demonstration or an on-site, side-by-side shoot out, please call, fax or e-mail us.

Angenieux
40G Commerce Way, Totowa, NJ 07512-9540
(201) 812-3858 FAX: (201) 812-9050
E-mail: angenieux@juno.com
33,0, 477 90 78 00 FAX: 33,0, 477 90 78 03
E-mail: angenieux@calva.com
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gen to arc, simply unplug the lamp unit from the rear of the Paglight and plug in the Power Arc option. Power Arc consumes 24W with an output equivalent to 75W at daylight color temperature.
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PAG Ltd.
System RTI provides viewfinder readout of battery power remaining in hours, minutes and seconds. The MC124 is a four-channel charger for NiCads in the 4.8V to 14.4V range. It measures battery performance and restores lost storage capacity to tired cells. The PP240 battery features true series configuration of 10 S4 sub-C cells and operates stand-alone or PC-controlled.
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RE America
Has a new product using DS3 lines that allow the producer or special effects people to have control of a tape machine located on the set to view and edit the day’s material. An editor or producer located anywhere with DS-3 capacity can review material and compose edit lists from the comfort of the home facility.

Research Technology International (RTI)
Model 5300 Pulsar series conveyor degaussers use a new pulse discharge technology and a pivoting erasure coil to provide fast, full erasure of all tapes up to 1,650Os, with reduced energy consumption. An optional automatic feed hopper accepts multiple cassette sizes and types for unattended operation.

Skotel
Has added software updates to its popular Little Red time-code reader that permit computer-based logging with correct time code fed to the PC clock. Version 2.0 of the LR-Clipboard program even detects which software applications are installed and inserts a “time” icon on the application’s clipboard. When combined with the Little Red’s own feature set, the result is a powerful combination.

Sprint
Offers its Drums service for faster special effects work by being linked to the site of the shoot. Drums is available via ISDN or T-1 lines.

Standard Communications
Manufactures video rebroadcast-quality satellite TV receivers and broadband RF products. The Global VU model CAM830 control access monitor used in conjunction with the Agile Omni receiver gives you access to all satellite formats from front-panel controls or from a PC. The monitor lets you add or modify formats, then scan them by RF frequency and or audio subcarrier and gives you control over all three audio subcarrier demodulators, as well as international video features.

Thomson Broadcast
Offers the DSG 2500 system, which uses MPEG-2 MP@ML compression. The DSG 2500 complements Thomson Broadcast’s current range of DSNJ products. Also new from Thomson is the 8522 encoder/8523 decoder. Designed for satellite news links, these 4RU units provide selectable video and audio interfaces, as well as compression ratios.

Vyyx
Has a Pac Bell connection for its First Video Affiliates system. This service offers everything from full 270Mbs uncompressed video transport to and from post houses, to compressed video transport of “dailies” from the shooting location. Using MPEG-2 compression, Vyyx is offering transport that may not have been available before because of excessive cost or lack of capacity. The standard bit rate for this service is 6.312Mbs. With high-quality codecs, this service is ideal for most applications. Vyyx will offer the service initially in most of the highest-demand market cities.

ADC Telecommunications
Latest product offerings include the new SAS system, which stands for “Synchronizer and Switch.” The SAS is built for the company’s popular DV 6000 fiber-optic video line. It consists of a 128x128 digital switch and a GPS-based clocking reference system to lock the digital clocks of all the systems together. Using SAS, signals can be routed from one DV 6000 ring to another. ADC also has an MPEG-2 (ML@MP) compression unit and interface for sending multiple MPEG-2 signals over the DV 6000 system.

Fico, Inc.
Has quick-splice kit for hybrid fiber-optic/copper cables (fiber for the video and copper for the power) used for many cam-eras. The kit consists of a box with a watertight entry way for the cable, gel-filled quick splices for the fibers, crimp splices for the copper and all the required tools for two technicians.

General Instruments
Has its Magnitude line of DVB compression equipment, a result of GI’s acquisition of Compression Labs’ broadcast products division last year.

Integrated Photonic Technology (Ipitek)
Has the IMTRAN DS-3 interface, a data communications module for the IMTRAN digital fiber-optic transmission systems. When used with the IMTRAN-CQ series, the new plug-in module set provides fiber-optic transmission of two 45Mbs, DS-3 channels. Ipitek also has the Dense WDM Transmission System, an optically multiplexed fiber-optic transmission for 80 uncompressed video channels on one fiber.

Ortel Corporation
Offers fiber-optic interfacility links for satellite earth stations. The company man-ufactures RF and microwave fiber-optic interfacility links for small and large satellite earth terminals, PCS and cellular systems and cable TV distribution. The satellite links meet Intelsat and broadcast re-quirements and are available for covering bands from 10MHz to 14.5GHz.
EFFICIENCY ISN'T MAKING A LONG STORY SHORT.

It's the ability to compress the story into digital video data compatible with whatever format you need.

Our TRANsend™ MPEG-2 program encoder is extremely well thought out. It compresses one video channel, plus multiple audio channels, and outputs an MPEG-2 data stream that's fully compliant at main profile at main level. These advanced encoders will ensure the highest quality video is maintained at output — no matter how variable the source material.

So, whether your input is in NTSC, PAL or D1 digital video, with either analog or digital AES/EBU audio, this versatile encoder will work for you. Plus, 10 of these encoders fit neatly into one plug-and-play platform. And, best of all, like every product in Harmonic's new digital lineup, the TRANsend MPEG-2 encoder incorporates our built-in NETWatch™ local and remote element management system!

As television, telecommunications and high-speed telecomputing continue to converge Harmonic will be there in every uplink, headend and transmission center, with network products that keep you online. Simpler, faster and better.

Harmonic Lightwaves
Transcending the ordinary.

www.harmonic-lightwaves.com
549 Baltic Way, Sunnyvale, California 94089, U.S.A.
tel: 800 730-4099 408 542-2500 fax: 408 542-2511
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It Takes the Whole Team...

And score big in the digital age.

To win at the digital game, you've got to assemble your whole team—everyone from managers to engineers—and go to NAB98. With so much to see, do, hear and learn, every player counts as you map out your game plan at the most comprehensive broadcasting and e-media convention in the world! Start assigning your key players to test drive and learn about the latest technologies. Register now and enter the digital age like a Hall of Famer!

Don't turn this page until you've contacted us for more information!

› Visit www.nab.org/conventions/
› Call Fax-on-Demand at 732.544.2888
› Call 800.342.2460 or 202.775.4970

Spotlighting DTV—

in the sessions, on the exhibit floor and at special events!

› Explore more than 1,300 exhibits and uncover hundreds of new products that will change the rules of the game
› Examine critical issues that will lead your station to victory in more than 150 sessions and workshops
› Take a look at the play books of the convergence markets to see how they impact your business
LEARN TO SHARE...

In more innocent times, we discovered the joy of sharing an experience. We found out that accomplishment and creativity flourished more fully when we cooperated and worked in teams. It's time to get back to basics.

The CentraVision Fibre Channel Network and Storage System is founded on the fundamental lesson of sharing. Now, multiple workstations in your facility can all access the same pool of source material, even work on the same projects at the same time. And the CentraVision VDR lets you bridge the world of the on-line suite with the non-linear, easily transferring source material between the two. It's also the only VDR that grows up with you, providing expandable storage that's shared on the CentraVision network.

It's a whole new way of working together. Just like it used to be.

Call 800-556-0222 or 702-851-9393 and visit our website at www.mountaingate.com.

SHARED MEDIA SOLUTIONS
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Osicom Technologies
Offers the VGL-312L, high-resolution monochrome video graphics link that provides cost-effective performance and solves the distance limitations of coaxial cable between workstations and remote graphics terminals. Osicom's AL3300 satellite TVRO L-Band fiber-optic link provides a cost-effective solution for transmission of L-Band signals from remote antenna sites to satellite receivers and headends.

Telcast
"Viper" camera interface is designed to replace triax cables on long cable runs. It provides full-camera functionality, including return monitoring, intercoms and remote CCU control over a pair of fiber-optic cables.

Wegener Communications
Offers the multiple-channel-per-carrier DVE-2000 MPEG-2 encoder and DVM-2000 multiplexer. This is an addition to its existing line of single-channel-per-carrier equipment.

Viper: Camera interface

Accom
Axial 3000 is described as an "un-linear" editor. Designed as a true hybrid editor, the system supports linear, non-linear or a combination of both types of operation.

Avid
With its broad line of non-linear editing products is working with Pluto Technologies on a DV-native editing and playback system for broadcast news.

Discreet Logic
Is offering faster versions of Fire and a new product, Smoke, that runs on the SGI Octane.

ETC
"Multilinear" Ensemble Gold is one of several ETC products that include the Ensemble Pro-H series of hybrid editing systems.

FAST Electronics
Blue is an all-format digital editing system. As well as supporting MPEG-2, the system allows any digital or analog video format to be used on the same platform at the same time, while keeping the signal in its native format. Data can then be transferred via SDI, FireWire or QSDI.

JVC
Digital-S family includes editing recorder and feeder/players, a dockable field recorder and the MSW-1000 non-linear editing system. Designed to be used with Digital-S VTRs, as well as all serial digital connections, the system features 4:2:2 sampling, real-time 2-D and 3-D effects, graphics and chroma-key. JVC has also announced a Digital-S recorder that supports two times faster than real-time compressed serial data output via standard SDI.

Media 100
Offers the HDRF 4:2:2 digital component effects processing engine, which, when used in conjunction with the Vincent 601 card, provides real-time transition effects at 2:1 compression, with two streams of video and an alpha key channel.

Panasonic Broadcast and Television
DVCPro50, which expands the DVCPro format to 4:2:2 processing. New products include a studio editing VTR, a camcorder, the AJ-LT75 laptop editor and the AJ-D780 4X recorder/player supporting transfer at 4X play speed via SDI to editing systems, such as Panasonic's new Windows NT-based NewsBYTE. Panasonic also has WEDiL, a multimedia kit for NT platforms that uses a DVCPro version of the Truevision Targa 2000 RTX board.

Philips Broadcast Television Systems
Handles several DVCPro units including the DCR 75 digital laptop editor. Designed as a lightweight portable for on-site field editing, the unit uses the DVCPro large cassette, includes two digital VTRs and an editing controller with two color LCD monitors and is powered by a 12VDC supply or optional AC adapter.

Quantel
Now supports third-party Java applications across their entire family of products. Java applications run seamlessly alongside the Quantel feature set and are represented on the GUI by an extra menu box.

Scitex Digital Video (SDV)
Is porting the DveousFX real-time 3D card to Windows NT. SDV intends to migrate not only toward NT, but also toward developments by Apple, as well as migrating DveousFX to the desktop for incorporation into the MicroSphere editing system. SDV supports drag-and-drop network transfer between its Sphere editing systems and is developing real-time networking using SSA technology.

Sony Electronics
Betacam SX family is a range of products aimed at news applications. It includes camcorders and the DNW series of hybrid recorders with tape-to-disk transfer at 4X play speed via SDI. Non-linear editors include the DNE-50 portable field editor, DLE-110 live editor, DNE-1000 news editor, and the new DNW-A200 field-editing and DNE-700 digital news-editing systems.

Tektronix
Editing solutions include the Lightworks Newsworks non-linear editing system for tape-to-tape edit suite replacement and the 4-channel Lightworks VJ.P 4500 online broadcast-quality editing system.

Toshiba
Non-linear editing system has various interfaces, including DVCS (DV format serial), FireWire and SMPTE 259M. It is designed to run on Power Mac or NT platforms and can be linked to a multifunction server and/or Panasonic DVCPro cameras via a special interface.

AJA Video
NTV series of framestores adds full SMPTE 259M serial digital video I/O to most PCI 2.1-compliant computer platforms, simplifying the export of computer graphics or other computer-managed material to ITU-601 digital video. Models feature a reference input with adjustable output tim-
ASC’s VR300™ Broadcast Video Server is more flexible, more scalable, and more reliable. With 1,066 Mb/sec available bandwidth, it provides up to 24 simultaneous channels and 96 hours of online digital storage.

VR300’s building-block approach makes it easy to expand channel capacity without purchasing unneeded storage. ASC’s open systems design ensures compatibility with leading automation and newsroom systems.

VR300 features hardware redundancy, software RAID technology, and FibreDrive™, ASC’s exclusive Fibre Channel architecture.

FibreDrive incorporates high-bandwidth Fibre Channel RAID storage to eliminate bandwidth restrictions, SCSI bottlenecks, and single points of failure. Direct access to digital storage means last minute changes can always be made easily and instantly.

With no tapes to transport and no data files to transfer, VR300 takes integrated digital operations to new heights.

For more information, call 818-843-7004 for a free white paper, “The FibreDrive Difference.”

©1997 ASC Audio Video Corporation. All rights reserved. The FibreDrive Difference, FibreDrive and VR300 are trademarks of ASC Audio Video Corporation.
ing, auto timed inputs, dual frame buffers per channel and full 132Mb/s PCI burst capability.

**AutoPatch**

Has the “half-Y” series of routers. Available in 6x2, 8x2 and 8x4 configurations for mono audio, stereo audio and composite video, each features a constant full matrix status display. With choice of connectors, the half-Ys complement the 1Y, 4Y and 8Y AutoPatch series by providing small footprint, low-cost options for non-expandable applications.

**Datatek**

Four systems now complete the all-format capability of the D2600 series: a 32x32 AES/EBU digital audio, 2RU; a 16x4 digital video/digital audio, 1RU; a 32-port RS-422 data, 2RU; and a 64x16 digital video, 2RU. The control system advantages of Datatek’s larger D2800 series are also available with the D2600 series.

**Di-Tech**

Has a new version of its expandable Meridian Series 64x64 serial digital router that also accepts analog video, DS-3 and MPEG-2 signals. The unit is compact (6RU) with loop-through inputs, selectable re-clock/non-re-clock and redundant power supplies.

**Kramer Electronics**

Has the TP series, which includes the TP-1 and TP-5 video line transmitters and the TP-2 and TP-4 video line receivers. The TP-1 and TP-5 transmit video over any twisted pair wire to distances up to several hundred meters.

**Leitch**

Has added to their Xplus and XPRESS router series. The Xplus series is a modular system featuring 1RU and 2RU mounting frames. There is an AES 16x16 module with coax interface and 32x4 video and audio matrices. The AES module offers optional “quiet-switching” outputs that provide clean, pop-free switches. The 32x4 video and audio matrices can be combined to form 64x4, 96x4 and 128x4 systems. The XPRESS switcher is low-cost, 12x1 monitoring routers. The new 12x1 serial video and analog stereo audio switcher includes built-in analog video monitoring, eliminating the need for an external video converter. Leitch also has upgraded versions of its router control software products. EventWorks is capable of VTR machine control through V-LAN interfaces.

**MetaWave**

Routing switchers include the MX256 SDI routing switcher. The MX256 is housed in an 11RU rack frame, which can contain up to a 128x128 serial digital routing switcher with redundant control and power supply. The MX256 is available in sizes from 32x32 and is expandable in blocks of 32 inputs or outputs.

**Multidyne**

Offers the A1A-880 for the Leitch 880 series of audio DA trays. The interface uses ribbon cables to adapt the screw terminals of the Leitch tray to two panels housing 60 XLR connectors each, converting all 120 terminals to XLR. XLR panels are also available for Grass Valley and other DAs.

**Nvision**

Latest products include the NV102-5 AES DA, which removes jitter in addition to re-clocking and EQing digital audio. The NV1308SA synchronous AES routing module is a small router that ensures error-free switching of 44.1kHz or 48kHz AES audio signals by correctly aligning AES frame boundaries before switching, eliminating the need for downstream reframers.

**Phillips/BTS**

Has a wide range of routing systems based on the Venus and Mars routing switchers; Saturn master control switcher, and the Jupiter control system. Venus and Mars have 400Mb/s serial digital video capability. Saturn can be equipped with built-in 16-input switching matrices for self-contained operation, and no external router is required. Jupiter offers a family of intelligent interface boxes with configurable ports for ES-Bus devices, RS-422 serial controlled devices, BTS-ASCII control, or even to interface to third-party distribution switching systems.

**Sierra Video Systems**

Has routers to fit all your routing needs, including the Sierra series of small single and multibus routing switchers; the Tahoe series, mid-sized video and audio routing switchers; the Shasta series, serial digital video and routing switchers; and the Ponderosa series, large video and audio routing switchers.

**Sigma Electronics**

Offers several routing switchers. Among them are the DVS-1616, a 16x16 serial digital matrix routing system, and serial digital 16x1, 16x2, 32x1 and 32x2 source selection switchers. Two DAs accept a SMPTE 259M signal and output four of the same serial digital signal. The DAs also have a composite analog video output for monitoring. Each of these products are available in NTSC or PAL versions. Sigma also has an analog editing router with 4x4 switching of audio and video sources, plus a 4x1 RS-422 switch module to switch the editor control of source machines.

**Tekniche**

Offers the TACS (Technical Assessment and Control System), which uses the SMPTE 273 standard status monitoring.
What’s In Your Digital Future?

SYNCHRONIZER? For performance, features and value, broadcasters prefer DPS synchronizers. Like the 10-bit DPS -465 Serial Digital Synchronizer with D1, component, Y/C and composite video I/O, or the versatile DPS MicroSYNC™ line of modular video and audio synchronizers. Systems from one to 32 channels are easy to configure and economical to expand.  

From $1,495

DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER? Compressed or uncompressed—we’ve got you covered. For critical compositing and animation situations, DPS Hollywood™ provides the lowest cost per minute for 100% uncompressed D1 and component analog video. For non-linear editing and animation, our award-winning DPS Perception Video Recorder™ card and our Perception Executive Producer post production system offer unsurpassed performance at a surprisingly affordable price.  

From $1,995

TIME BASE CORRECTOR? Our first digital time base corrector, the DPS-1, was introduced over twenty years ago. Later we developed the world’s first TBC on a PC card. Today, we offer the industry’s widest assortment of rackmount and PC card based models.  

From $850

STILL STORE & MORE! More than a still store, DPS V-Clips™ provides instant access to any combination of full motion audio/video clips and still images.  

From $14,995

Other quality DPS products include slow motion replay systems, waveform/vectorscope cards and master sync/test generators. For more information, please visit our web site at www.dps.com or call 600-455-8525 to request our Studio Line Video Catalog.
and diagnostics protocol to provide a mechanism for communication among equipment racks, remote-control panels and a system supervisor PC.

Tektronix

Has added the ability to network multiple 7000 series units with remote control (across town or across country) via DS-3 phone lines.

Utah Scientific

Offers some advanced features of its SC-3 control system to allow greater facility management of the Utah-300 and all other Utah Scientific or Dynatech routers and control panels. Beyond open control protocols, the SC-3 offers reserved control ports, memory and processing for third-party control and switching equipment. A "2-level tie line switching" option allows speedy control of multi-format routing.

Video Accessory Corporation

Has the HBVB/VDA "Video Brick Hum-bucking Video Distribution Amplifier." Designed to reduce or eliminate hum and herringbone interference resulting from a ground loop, the single input/four-output VDA also provides additional gain to compensate for system losses. The EQVB/VDA-XL Brick Equalizing VDA is available to compensate for timing and amplitude errors, as well as interference created by long cable runs.

Anchor Communications

Ancor has the GigWorks line of Fibre Channel networking solutions. GigWorks products enable the high-speed transfer of large video, graphics and data files between servers, workstations, storage arrays and other peripherals typically used for video post-production, digital compositing and other production applications.

ASC Audio Video Corporation

The VR300 uses Fibre Channel as a disk storage interface, as well as a network architecture. Data compression ratios of 2:1 and greater are available; up to 24 streams of video can be manipulated at once. Data is protected using a RAID software implementation called RAiDsoft which eliminates the need for a dedicated hardware RAID controller, and allows a failed drive to be replaced with the data rebuilt in the background.

Avid Technology

The EditCam hard-disk camera/recorder/editor combination unit is products that include a DV-based multichannel playback server with Plato Technologies. Avid also has the Media Recorder, NewsCutter and AirPlay systems.

Cinebase DMMS

Has a complete, all-digital media management system that can handle large archives of any digital content. The client/server application allows unlimited concurrent users to browse, output and manage content over any type of local or wide area network.

DPS/Digital Processing Systems

Has two disk recorder interfaces, the Perception video recorder series and the Hollywood uncompressed video recorder. These PCI and ISA bus computer cards must be installed in a host computer system. The Hollywood board set consists of three cards with an optional fourth card for a key channel. DPS also has the Vclips full-motion/still-store. Storage times start at 15 minutes and the unit can store any combination of audio/video clips and still images.

EMC Corporation

Has the Symmetrix Network Media Storage (SNMS) video and multimedia server. SNMS stores and streams video files in multiple formats and compression standards. The integrated cached disk array can be scaled for storage from 72GB to nearly 3,000GB with up to 4GB of cache memory. SNMS is an open solution that can be easily integrated into such applications as video asset management and tapeless broadcasting.

Fast Forward Video

The advanced Omega Deck series is a new range of stand-alone, multifunctional digital video decks that includes the Omega deck (single channel), the Omega Double Deck (dual-channel version) and the Omega RAID Deck (dual channel with built-in RAID controller). All deliver the advantages of smooth random access, non-linear editing with the same industry-compatible controls for recording, playback and more.
Hewlett-Packard

Features the MediaStream broadcast server, as well as the new MediaStream disk recorder. The MediaStream disk recorder offers many of the features of a broadcast server in a smaller package at a smaller price. It features up to 18 hours of storage, RAID protection and Fibre Channel networking. The recorder can be used as a stand-alone unit or combined with the MediaStream broadcast server.
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IBM

Offers LogiCast, which includes the video server along with IBM system integration and support. LogiCast also includes key products and services from leading companies in the broadcast industry. IBM’s server, the MediaStreamer, provides multistream playback of video content. MediaStreamer can be expanded to deliver from one to 42 streams of MPEG video over standard NTSC and PAL interfaces. Using an RS/6000 RISC-based platform, the MediaStreamer can store more than 1.2TB of content.

JVC

Will soon have a 4-channel Digital VTR that can also transfer data at 2X normal speed. Current machines only use two audio tracks. Other decks include the BR-D750U recorder and BR-D350 player, BR-D40 dockable recorder and BR-D51 digital S/SVHS player. JVC also has the BR-DV10 mini-DV dockable recorder, MW-S1000 non-linear editor and SR-WSU 3-VHS HDTV recorder/player.

Leitch

Builds the StillFile 2, which features a GUI interface to allow users to customize their informational displays to show such information as thumbnail images and/or file information. They also offer the Gateway Object Server (GOS) which can perform graphic file format translations and network file transfers.
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Matrox

Offers the DigiSuite board set for video recorders running Windows NT. These boards are used in video recorders from many non-linear editing system vendors. The DigiFusion addition allows DV video to be recorded on hard disk using IEEE1394 (Firewire) and other interfaces.

MegaDrive Systems

Offers data management, mass storage and network topology solutions connected to state-of-the-art systems over a fiber network. The EV-1000 is MegaDrive’s next-generation storage system that is based on the Enterprise E-8 disk array, the EV-1000 Fibre Channel and Ultra SCSI RAID systems provide up to 200MB/s throughput while delivering continuous online availability.

Newtek

Video Toaster Flyer offers record times from 3.5 min/GB (HQ5) to 7.5 min/GB (EP). Other Toaster products include a switcher, CG and paint functions.
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Orban

AirTime offers an easier way to create, store and deliver voice-overs for news updates and program highlights. Last-minute edits and changes are easy. The serial connections can dovetail directly with your existing automation equipment. AirTime allows high-quality audio that’s instantly available throughout the station for revisions or on-air broadcast.
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Panasonic

The DVCPro product line includes a 4X transfer recorder/player (AJ-D78) and the AJ-D220 and 230 desktop viewer and recorder. A 50MB/s version of DVCPro called DVCPro30 has been announced. Products include AJ-D950 studio VTR and AJ-D9000W camcorder. HDTV and S25P adapters allow D-5 VTRs to be used for recording 1125i HDTV and S25P signals. Panasonic’s NewsByte system stores more than 70 minutes of video and audio using the DVCPro compression algorithm.
Philips Broadcast Television Systems
Offers Media Pool XL series, including the XL-2100 (2-channel), XL-3100 (3-channel) and XL-4100 (4-channel) systems. An archive system consists of the Media Pool video server, StorageTek's Media Vault robotics tape library and the Media Pool Archive Manager software application. Philips also has DVCPro products, including the DCR-75 laptop editor.

Pioneer
Has the VDR series of video disk recorders. The VDR-2000 is an entry-level recorder that can be controlled using RS-422 serial links. The VDR-2100 and 2200 model offer front-panel controls and are expandable with SCSI-2 hard drives. The VDR-3500 offers unlimited storage with dual-channel, motion-JPEG compression. For still-store and graphics applications, Pioneer has the Digital FastFile, an integrated still and clip storage system that runs on Windows 3.1 or higher systems and offers a variety of I/O configurations for integration into facilities.

Pluto Technologies
Space is a full-bandwidth, 8- or 10-bit digital video recorder that operates just like a VTR, but uses disk drives instead of tape. With network interfaces, Space can replace your VTR and be the beginning of facility-wide networked storage. Depending on the disk drives installed, it can provide storage of 10 to 120 minutes of video and two channels of audio.

Quantel
Offers a full line of graphics and storage systems. EditBox features advanced image tracking capability, keyframeable color correction and an extra video layer. The ClipBox video server features Highlight. Key sequences from sporting events are saved into predefined categories and then a highlight package can be built using these categories. Quantel also supports the Java programming language across their product line.

QuVis
Offers the QuBit Intelligent video recorder, which uses wavelet compression and a compression ratio based on signal-to-noise ratio. Also adjustable are bandwidth and data rate parameters. Internal hard disk and tape drive options are available.

Rorke Data
Has a line of digital recording products that includes the VN10D-100, which can provide 90 minutes of SVHS-quality video. It is designed to add random access video to an audio workstation and is compatible with many DAW products. Rorke also has the Maxxarray disk array and Rack 'n Roll custom configurations. Interface options include ATM, Fibre Channel, Ultra-SCSI, FDDI and 100baseT.

Sierra Design Labs
Product line includes the introduced the Quicklook system, which allows full-resolution file images (up to 2K pixels by 2K pixels) to be inserted in 720x486 pieces on standard RGB monitors. Other equipment includes recorders which allow one to 12 minutes of uncompressed digital storage, and a dedicated multirecorder control panel for VDRs and VTRs. NFS Server, which makes it easy to get files from a large network to a digital video disk recorder, allows any connected NIFS-compliant device on a network to access a QuickFrame or Diskcovery as a fully mounted disk drive with tile structure support.

Sony Electronics
Has the Betacam SX line, which includes the DNW-A220 portable field-editing system, DNW-A30 digital portable field viewer, DNW-A31 high-speed feeder and recorder (allowing up to 4X transfer), DNE-700 digital news-editing system, DNW-A30 and DNW-30 videotape players, DNE-100 non-linear news-editing station, DLE-110 non-linear line-editing station and DNE-50 digital editing systems. For HDTV recording, there is the HDW-700 digital widescreen high-definition camcorder, which uses the HDCAM recording format. The HDW-500 editing VTR is also based on HDCAM and can edit tapes recorded in the camcorder or he used for stand-alone compressed HDTV recording. Sony also has a full line of analog Betacam, Digital Betacam and DVCAM products. On the server side, Sony offers the Airtrec, a customized software application for the Sony VideoStore.

Storage Concepts
Has the VideoStar MPEG-2 video server. It is aimed at high-quality, video-on-demand markets. It also has the FibreRAID disk server array, which is targeted at high-end uncompressed storage applications.

Sun Microsystems
Offers the MediaCenter media server. MediaCenter is based on the UltraSparc platform and uses standardized hardware, a 64-bit file system and software packages to build media servers that meet the demands of a variety of applications. It can play back any combination of MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 compressed video data streams up to a 100Mbit/s sustained total output rate.

Tektronix
Has the PDR200 disk recorder, which features 9GB drives, 24-bit AES audio, RAID operation and Fibre Channel networking. The PDR200 can also work with a DLS200 data library system and a PDX208 external 8-drive expansion chassis.
BECAUSE LIVE RADIO IS A 24-OUR GIG, BEST POWER NEVER STOPS.

In cities across America, the Susquehanna Radio Corp. keeps its stations on the air with Best Power uninterruptible power systems. Since electrical blackouts, brownouts, spikes, surges and line noise can potentially wreak havoc with the airwaves, Susquehanna relies on Best Power to avoid power disturbances that cause "dead air" and lost listeners.

Susquehanna chose eighteen FERRUPS® units to safeguard their stations' sensitive broadcasting equipment. The FERRUPS® patented ferroresonant technology never stops, assuring that every Susquehanna station from San Francisco to Dallas to Atlanta has around-the-clock power protection every hour, every day.

For more information on Best Power uninterruptible power systems from 280VA to 220kVA, call 1-800-356-5794 operator 737, visit our website at http://www.bestpower.com, or access our fax-on-demand service at 1-800-487-6813.
Compromter
Offers a Windows 95-based prompting system.

CPC (Computer Prompting & Captioning Co)
CPC's products include the CPC-600, -700, -800, -1000 and -2000 models. The versatile IBM compatible software can be used for post-production closed captioning, subtitling and teleprompting. CPC's Smartprompter II is one of the most powerful and easiest to use prompters on the market. CPC can configure a turn-key system to meet your needs.

Fujinon
Has an LCD-based prompter for use with portable cameras. The WP-168-04A is designed to function as a lens accessory.

Microframe
Has a line of super large countdown timers for studio production. They can communicate time remaining to the stage, or they can be used to time live radio and TV broadcasts. Their large displays (single or dual) can easily be read from 100 feet. A unique capability gives a speaker “two-minutes-till-start” countdown by programming counter “B” to start when counter “A” stops.

Miller Fluid Heads
Offers a series of products designed for the new age of cameras. Its Arrow 50 product line makes effective use of colors to make adjustments easier, and all adjustments are rear-mounted and illuminated for use in low-light conditions. Miller also introduced a pair of complete support systems for DV, DVCAM and DVC PRO camcorders, the DS-5 and DS-10.

Mirror Image Teleprompters
Offers computer based teleprompter systems. A line of prompter monitors includes 9, 12, 14 and 17-inch NTSC models as well as VGA monitors that connect directly to computer systems. Other products include portable/foldup teleprompters and a new 14-inch VGA LCD panel teleprompter.

Nigel B. Furniture
Latest creations include a monorail-type ceiling-mount system that permits everything from speakers and monitors to new flat plasma displays to move across a room so that clients or editors can place them in the right spot. Unlike conventional track systems, Nigel has cleverly built tracks and cradles that resist swaying. More important, they have a parallel track that allows the audio or video signal to follow the monitor without the need for wire paths.

O'Connor Engineering
Offers a tripod dolly constructed of fiber material. The unit is lightweight, durable and is available with a 27-inch spread for wheeling through narrow doors. Circle (163) on Free Info Card

QTV
Offers a complete line of teleprompter cueing equipment and computer prompter software programs. On-camera prompters include the award winning FDP-II flat display prompter and the FDP-14 studio flat display prompter. Other products include 9, 12, 15, and 17-inch CRT prompters for studio and remote applications.

Reel-A-Pail
Quick Winder looks like a bright-yellow 5-gallon paint bucket. The stackable Quick Winder models hold up to 750 feet of 1/4-inch cable or 100 feet of 1/8-inch cable. Exit access is through a wide hole in the front of the pail, but when the shoot is done, you simply wind the cable back without a mess, pick up the handle and carry it off.

Rosco Labs
Has the Horizon PC-based lighting control console, which operates under Windows 97. The Intelligent Power System is an innovative range of IGBT-based dimming and control products with dimmer technology that changes TV lighting practice in ways that SCR dimming products cannot. It reduces studio lighting setup time and labor requirements.

Sachtler
Product lines include camera support and lighting equipment. Newer camera support products include the Studio 9+9 and the Video 60, the first film OB head with nine steps of drag.

Specialized Products Company
Specializes in high-quality tools, industry-specific toolkits, test equipment and electronic-related products.

Tekskil Industries
Product line includes the Genesis 12-inch computer prompter and the Companion 9-inch portable prompter and a lightweight gas plasma ENG prompter.
Imagine your shot...

Mike Howard puts the OConnor 2075B through its paces filming the "570" production, "Zen - Treasure of the Gods."

The World's Finest Camera Support Equipment

A division of OCO Industries, Inc.

100 Kalmus Drive, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Tel 714-979-3993 Fax 714-957-8138 http://www.ocon.com e-mail: sales@ocon.com
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**Telescript**

Prompter systems are DOS-based. The new TelescriptPRO features big system performance on small computing platforms.

**Vinten**

Has the Quattro Studio Pedestal with a new triangular column structure that provides maximum rigidity with minimum torsional twist. The Quattro provides perfect balance for payloads up to 242 pounds from 16 inches off the ground to a height of 56 inches.

**Belden**

Products include wiring and cable for RF, video, audio and data applications. Recent introductions include super-flexible snake cables, plenum speaker cables, and high flex, high power RF transmission cable. For video, Belden offers high flex miniature precision analog and digital video coax for mobile truck and video patching applications, a plenum-rated RGB video cable and a new high flex triax cable.

**CANARE**

Products include the DVJ-W and DVJ-S digital video jacks and patchbays designed to pass signals to 1.4GHz and increase the overall transmission distance of digital video broadcast signals. Both employ aluminum clam-shell housings and high-grade hermetically sealed, double reverse action microswitches mounted on a shielded printed circuit board. Two precision 75Ω metal film resistors provide signal path termination and channel isolation.

**Clark Wire & Cable**

800 series AES/EBU digital audio cables come in 1-, 2-, 4-, 8- and 12-channel snakes that are color-coded to the resistor code for easy identification. The 2-pair cable is ideal for bidirectional dubbing hookups between individual pieces of equipment, such as a DAT machine to a hard-disk recorder. The multipair cables can be used for digital duplication and digital production while minimizing the number of cable runs between rooms and racks.

**Leader Instruments**

New LV 5100D digital/analog component waveform monitor and vectorscope.
handles one component analog and two component digital sources for use with mixed systems. The unit has the features of an analog component WFM, while providing access to digital data, EDH flags, ANC data, etc. An X-Y display is provided for audio monitoring and a monochrome picture display is available for program and/or source ID purposes. The LT 425D digital component signal generator provides features, such as one parallel and four serial outputs, 12 key test patterns, plus two programmable test patterns for compression testing.
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Newtek

Calibr is a pen-sized, NTSC test signal generator that packs a rack-mount's worth of test equipment into a battery operated instrument. Designed for both studio and field operations, it produces 24 test pattern functions, all at the touch of a button. Its 10-bit 4fsc precision digital-to-analog conversion assures highly accurate signals.
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Philips TV Test Equipment

Offers the PT 5210 VariTime digital sync generator. It is designed to operate as a master or slave sync generator in digital, analog or mixed setups. The basic unit can be used for a small edit suite. Adding modules allows the unit to control large studios with several time planes and digital AES/EBU audio.

Snell & Wilcox

Product line includes MPEG test equipment. The MSA 100 MPEG elementary and transport analyzer provides real-time analysis and compliance testing of MPEG transport streams. The MVA 100 video analyzer complements the MSA 110 unit. The MVA 100 can be used for extended MPEG-2 video analysis at picture, slice and macro block levels. The integral proprietary decoder is designed to support every encoding mode in MPEG-2 Main Profile at Main Level. A second video monitor can be connected for graphical analysis. The MSP 100 MPEG bitstream player supports 0 to 144Mbs streams.
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A 12-BIT DIGITAL TRANSPORT SYSTEM

The 1250SB fiber optic transmission system exceeds your RS250C short-haul performance expectations. Digital Processing; 12-bit video and 20-bit audio insures transparent transmission of composite video and up to eight channels of audio. Designed for use within broadcast facilities and remote field production.

12-Bit Video: RS250 Short Haul.
20-Bit, 48 kHz Sampling; THD - 110 db.
Up to 8 Channels of Audio.
Audio SNR 91 db; Video SNR 70 db.
Differential Gain 0.2% and Phase 0.2°.

For more information on the 1250SB series and other Broadcast and Professional Video products contact...
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80 Orville Drive • Bohemia, New York 11716-2533
(516) 567-8320 • 1-800-342-3748 • fax: (516) 567-8322
E-mail us at: info@fiberoptions.com or
visit our Web site at http://www.fiberoptions.com
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Tektronix

Products include the MTG200 MPEG test generator, MTD200 MPEG test decoder, DVT200 digital video transmitter and DDS200 digital demodulation system. Applications include design and development of network equipment and integrated circuits, IC sample testing, production testing for DVB decoders and operational monitoring for DVB. The products perform functions, such as creating, generating and analyzing MPEG transport streams, converting transport streams to digitally modulated RF signals, converting received signals to a transport stream, and checking the RF performance of the transmitted signal. The new WFM601A provides accurate monitoring of serial component signal levels and timing.

Videotek

VTM-200 multiformat on-screen monitor accepts two composite analog and two composite serial digital video inputs. It displays real-time video in one quadrant, waveform in a second, vector in a third and four channels of audio and phase differences in the last quadrant. All of this is on an 800x600 SVGA display, including full-screen display of any quadrant, waveform zoom and line select. The TSM-821D serial digital waveform vector display measures 601 digital signals. This low-cost half-rack unit includes features, such as no menus, white phosphor, easy-to-read LED indicators for input EQ and gain, EDH, gamut and data errors. This unit also includes the unique feature of A/B input parade and overlay that can be used for system timing and camera matching.

Complete ENG System Solutions from BMS

Breaking News Demands Flawless Performance

Unsurpassed performance and the latest in microwave technology means reliable broadcast systems for newsgathering teams around the globe. From airborne to remote, we manufacture complete ENG system packages. Custom configurations available.
THE ONLY WAY WE COULD CUT OUR PRICE, WAS TO BUILD A BETTER JACK.

Lighter, thinner, faster, cheaper you said. You didn't ask for much...

Well, since we were the first to introduce true 75Ω dual video jacks utilizing microswitch technology back in '89, we thought it only reasonable that we rise to your challenge.

Good call on your part.

Thanks to some innovative design and production advances, our next generation Serial Digital DVJs will, once again, establish new industry standards.

What have we done for you lately?

We substantially reduced the number of parts, achieving diminished size and weight while preserving durability and increasing performance.

Our front loading DVJs, with expanded bandwidth from DC to 1.4GHz, now fit quite comfortably into 26 position panels. And last but not least, our DVJs come with the industry's first published lifetime warranty.

Now it's our turn to issue a challenge...

compare our DVJ-W and DVJ-S with any other digital video jacks. Can you find one good reason not to switch to Canare?
Remember the days when the burger was bigger than the bun - when patties were carefully handcrafted - and when the meat was actually meat? We do! At Broadcast Engineering we understand what it takes to be a Great American Classic, carefully handcrafting each issue to bring you the true meat of the industry. And in 1998 Broadcast Engineering reinvents the classic with an editorial package that you can really sink your teeth into. We'll bring you even more of the "how to, what to, why to, where to and when to" technical analysis that helps you do your job better. Just the thing you need to take a big bite out of digital television. So don't get caught playing "ketchup" in the transition to digital, take a leading role with the magazine leading the way - Broadcast Engineering - The Journal of Digital Television. Look for the new Broadcast Engineering in January 1998.
Reader Pick Awards

Here they are! Based on the total number of reader service inquiries for new products during the last 12 months, here are the 20 hottest new products as selected by Broadcast Engineering readers.

ADC Telecommunications Inc.
ProPatch audio patchbay pull-out panel. Designed for truck or studio applications where front access to terminations is needed. The pull-out panel eliminates the need for rear access by sliding the jacks and terminations forward out of the rack.

Equi=Tech Corporation
Balanced power AC systems. The AC systems meet legal and safety standard for power distribution. The systems eliminate hum and buzz in audio and video systems caused by AC power supply transients and interference.

E-N-G Mobile Systems
OmniLink 2000. A lightweight ENG van fully equipped for satellite and microwave transmissions. The turnkey system combines standard ENG functionality with high-performance SNG capabilities for analog and digital uplinks.

Fostex
D-15 digital master DAT recorder. The chase-lock-capable digital master recorder has full time-code functionality. It is a fully featured recorder with an extremely intuitive graphical user interface.

Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.
VC-5431 color LCD digital video scope. This portable oscilloscope provides measurements for video and signal applications in one compact unit. It combines an active-matrix color LCD, 50MHz, 30Ms/s/Ch, deep 2kW memory, timed data acquisition oscilloscope with vectorscope, waveform monitor and a full-color monitor.
RemoteMix C+ portable mixer. This battery-powered telephone/mixer has two balanced XLR microphone inputs, RCA jacks for tape send and receive, and a headphone jack. You can plug the mixer into a regular RJ-11 wall jack or a fax/modem adapter connected to your cellular telephone.

JK Audio RemoteMix telephone handset interface. The telephone handset interface replaces the handset of your telephone with a mini broadcast console. So when you want to do a remote broadcast, all you do is replace the handset with RemoteMix, choose a dial line and dial from the phone.

Panasonic 600 series DVCPRO VTRs. This series is made up of the AJ-D650 studio editing deck, which delivers complete editing functions, and the AJ-D640 recorder/player, which provides a cost-effective solution for high-quality DVCPRO recordings and playback.

Panasonic AJ-D200 DVCPRO camcorder. The digital DVCPRO camcorder is able to use the large DVCPRO cassette with 123 minutes of recording time. With three 1/3-inch CCDs, it incorporates a high-density interline transfer CCD giving a resolution of 480,000 pixels. The camcorder comes equipped with lens, viewfinder, tape and battery.

Philips Broadcast Television Systems Company VDR family of disk-based video recorders. The VDRs offer the convenience of tape-based systems with the advantage of digital recording. It has switchable 525-, 625-line configurations and provides all interfaces for seamless integration into production or post-production use.
SuperView 1000 multivideo windowing system. The system displays multiple live video images on a single screen. Video input signals may be NTSC, PAL or S-Video, and the display screen may be any monitor or data display projector up to 1,600x1,280 pixel resolutions. It features pan and zoom, independently positions and scales windows, and automatically gen-locks to a computer signal for overlaying graphics.

GeniePlus post-production system. A complete set of professional-quality, real-time 3-D digital effects, switching, character generation, paint and still storage available on a single PCI board. It integrates easily into most linear desktop editing environments.

PCM-7040 digital audio recorder. The recorder supports a wide range of DAT recorders and editing functions, including a time-code reader/generator, digital I/O, memory start, RS-232C interface and edit memory.

Whatever your requirements for real-time MPEG-2 DVB/ATSC test and measurement, Digital Transport Systems™ has the system solution:

- Transport Stream Analyzer (TSA™) with new TSA 3.0 software
- Transport Stream Generator (TSG™) with new TSG 3.0 software

For powerful and affordable solutions worldwide, Digital Transport Systems is your single source. Call us today.

Pinnacle Systems

Sony Electronics
Spencer Technologies, Inc.

SS-2000 broadcast still-store. The broadcast still-store is designed for TV news and it also meets the needs of production with its built-in linear keyer and a DVE. The dual preview channels still search without disrupting on-air playback.

Tascam

564 Digital Portastudio integrated mixer/recorder. A minidisc recorder that combines the operational ease of the Portastudio line with random-access capability and a convenient means for data storage and exchange. It provides numerous random-access functions and enables you to record up to five takes of a given track.

Yamaha

02R digital recording console. The console offers real-time automation with snapshot memory and instant reset of all console parameters, including control of its internal compressors and effects. It is the solution for project studio recording, audio post facilities and the modular digital multitrack, whether hard disk or tape.

Sony Electronics

Media Forum educational video series. This 5-part videotape series shares more than 40 years of experience in simultaneous development of media and hardware. It covers troubleshooting, tape handling, a step-by-step look at the manufacturing process, and the fundamentals of magnetism and understanding spec sheets.

Thomson Broadcast Systems

Microcam 3-CCD broadcast-quality camera. The camera is derived from the 1657 and consists of a 1657 camera modified so that the scanning block can be detached from the image-processing section and mounted separately. The Microcam has all the features of a studio camera.

Truevision

TARGA 2000 RTX real-time video system. This upgrades brings real-time processing and the highest I/O throughput at the desktop and is designed to meet the needs for an open system solution for non-linear editing and desktop multimedia production.
Broadcast Engineering • www.broadcastengineering.com
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Manufacturers Addresses

Dedotec USA Inc
216 Lime Falls Rd
Cedar Grove NJ 07009
973-857-8118
Fax: 973-857-3756
Web: www.dedolight.com

Deerfield Laboratory
122 King St
Redwood CA 94062
650-368-9560
Fax: 650-368-8738

Delta Wire & Cable
2 Sarama Crescent
Concord ON L4P 3C8 Canada
905-669-2476
Fax: 905-669-6869
Web: www.deltaowire.com

Delco PO
1109 Grand Ave
N Bergen NJ 07047
201-319-1100
Web: www.vol.it/desisti_lighting

DeSisti Lighting
1109 Grand Ave
N Bergen NJ 07047
201-319-1104
Web: www.vol.it/desisti_lighting

DGS Pro Audio
PO Box 170426
Arlington, TX 76003-0426
817-561-4888
Fax: 817-561-2916

DH Satellite
600 N Marquette Rd
Prairie DuChien WI 53821
608-326-8404
Fax: 608-326-4233
Web: www.wisa.net/dh-sat.htm

Diaquest Inc
2440 20th St
Terrance CA 90501
310-618-9700
Fax: 310-618-9110

Digital Audio Research Ltd
2 Silverglade Bus Park, Leatherhead Rd
Chessington, Surrey KT9 2GL England
+44(0)1372 742848
Fax: +44(0)1372 743532
E-Mail: dar@dar.uk.com
Web: www.dar.uk.com

Digital Equipment Corp
1 Digital Dr
Merrimack NH 03054
603-884-2134
Fax: 603-884-1020
Web: www.digital.com

Digital Graphics
6 Forest Ave
Paramus NJ 07652
201-845-8800
Fax: 201-845-8063
E-Mail: mkig@dgs.mhs.compuserve.com

Digital Processing Systems/DPS
11 Spiral Dr
Florence KY 41042
606-371-5533
Fax: 606-371-3729
E-Mail: Info@dps.com
Web: www.dps.com

Digital Transport Systems
11545 W Berlmar Ct Ste 200
San Diego CA 92127
619-675-1410; Fax: 619-675-1412
E-Mail: sales@dtsys.com
Web: www.certnet.com/dts

Delta Electronics
222 New Rd
Parsippany NJ 07054
973-808-7810
Fax: 973-808-1608

Delta Design Communications
220 Tower Rd
Raymond ME 04071
207-665-9595
Fax: 207-665-7120
Web: www.dieliec.com

Dielectric Communications
220 Tower Rd
Raymond ME 04071
207-665-9595
Fax: 207-665-7120
Web: www.dieliec.com

Deutsche Telekom
Berliner Alle
Freiburg D-79036 Germany
+49 761 890 2320
Fax: +49 761 890 2329

DiCon Fiberoptics
1331 8th St
Berkeley CA 94710
510-526-0427
Fax: 510-526-1519
E-Mail: Info@diconfiberoptics.com
Web: www.diconfiberoptics.com

Dielectric Communications
22 Tower Rd
Raymond ME 04071
207-665-4555
Fax: 207-665-7120
Web: www.dieliec.com

DigDesign/Avride
3401 Hilken Ave #A
Palo Alto CA 94304-1348
650-842-7900
Fax: 650-842-7999

Digimation Inc
150 James Dr E Ste 140
St Rose LA 70087
504-468-7984
Fax: 504-468-5494
Web: www.digimation.com

Digipath Video Inc
147 Hymus Blvd
Pointe Claire PO H9R 1G1 Canada
514-697-0810
Fax: 514-697-0224

Digital Audio Labs
13705 26th Ave N
Plymouth MN 55441
612-559-9000
Fax: 612-559-0124
Web: www.digitalaudio.com

Digital Audio Research Ltd
2 Silverglade Bus Park, Leatherhead Rd
Chessington, Surrey KT9 2GL England
+44(0)1372 742848
Fax: +44(0)1372 743532
E-Mail: dar@dar.uk.com
Web: www.dar.uk.com

Digital Equipment Corp
1 Digital Dr
Merrimack NH 03054
603-884-2134
Fax: 603-884-1020
Web: www.digital.com

Digital Graphics
6 Forest Ave
Paramus NJ 07652
201-845-8800
Fax: 201-845-8063
E-Mail: mkig@dgs.mhs.compuserve.com

Digital Processing Systems/DPS
11 Spiral Dr
Florence KY 41042
606-371-5533
Fax: 606-371-3729
E-Mail: Info@dps.com
Web: www.dps.com

Digital Transport Systems
11545 W Berlmar Ct Ste 200
San Diego CA 92127
619-675-1410; Fax: 619-675-1412
E-Mail: sales@dtsys.com
Web: www.certnet.com/dts

INTRODUCING
"NO WAIT"
Cable Assemblies!

COAX • TWINAX • TRIAX
Telecom / Broadcast / Mil-Aero

△ Engineered to your specifications.
△ We deliver quality, performance, value and satisfaction—often within 24 hours.
△ New, low smoke, zero-halogen twinax cable available for fast turnaround.
△ Mil-Std-1533 data bus cable assemblies.
△ D-sub and circular housing.

Quality doesn’t cost...it pays!

TROMPETER ELECTRONICS, INC
31186 LaBaya Dr., Westlake Village, CA, U.S.A. 91362 • (800) 982-COAX • (818) 707-2020 • Fax (818) 706-1040 • www.trompete.com
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The results are in...

WinMasterCG™
is the leading Master Control application for the Chyron Codi

Finally a Master Control Character Generator Program with the Master Control Operator in mind. WinMasterCG has the new 44 TV Guidelines Ratings Icons Manually or with timed display fade accomplished with a click of the mouse. WinMasterCG has an incredible list of features for the Chyron Codi and supports 36 file formats which are translated to Codi format within WinMasterCG. Simply click on the desired icon and your MC task will be accomplished in seconds.

"WinMasterCG is the simple solution for Master Control"

For more information:
1-800-273-4033
FAX (561) 776-8464

See our web site at www.broadcastsoftware.com for a free demo and additional features.
Gentner Communications Corp
325 Research Way
Salt Lake City UT 84119
801-975-7200
Fax: 801-977-0087
Web: www.gentner.com

Gepco International
225 W Hubbard St
Chicago IL 60612-1613
312-733-9555
Fax: 312-732-6416
E-Mail: gepco@gepco.com
Web: www.gepco.com

Gletsris Images
23 de Grenoble 2
Montbonnot St Martin F-38330
France
+33 4 76 909777
Fax: +33 4 76 907234

Global Microwave Systems
4141 Avenida de la Plata
Oceanside CA 92056
760-631-8031
Fax: 760-631-8021
Web: www.gsmsinc.com

Gold Line Inc
PO Box 506
W Redding CT 06896
203-938-2588
Fax: 203-938-8740
Web: www.gold-line.com

Gorman-Richard Mfg Co
227 W Union St
Athens OH 45701
614-593-3150
Fax: 614-592-3898

Graham-Patten Systems
PO Box 1960
Grass Valley CA 95945-1960
916-273-8412
Fax: 916-273-7458
Web: www.gpsys.com

The Great American Market
829 N Cole Ave
Hollywood CA 90038
213-461-0200
Fax: 213-461-4308

Great Valley Products
5850 Progress Dr Ste J
Emsdale PA 19020-5809
215-633-7711
Fax: 215-633-9288

Hamlet Video International Ltd
Orchard House Amersham Rd
Chesham Bucks HP5 1NE England
+44 1494 793763
Fax: +44 1494 791293
E-Mail: sales@hamlet.co.uk
Web: www.hamlet.co.uk

Hamlin Reels
553 State Rte 143
Winterilo NY 12193
518-797-3791
Fax: 1-800-REELING
E-Mail: adv@hamlin.com
Web: www.hamlin.com

Hannay
875 Orchard House Amersham
Hammonton NJ 08036-8059
+44 1419 962-5000
Fax: +44 141-962-5050
E-Mail: sales@hamlin.com
Web: www.hamlin.com

Hannay Reels
553 State Rte 143
Winterilo NY 12193
518-797-3791
Fax: 1-800-REELING
E-Mail: adv@hamlin.com
Web: www.hamlin.com

Harmonic Lightwaves
549 Baltic Way
Sunnyvale CA 94089
408-542-2500
Fax: 408-542-2511

Harmonic Research
40 Wiley Ln
Woodstock NY 12498
914-679-5856
Fax: 914-679-5856
E-Mail: sales@hrx.com
Web: www.hrx.com

Harris Corp/Broadcast Div/HDgrs
3200 Wismann Ln PO Box 4290
Quincy IL 62305-4290
217-222-8200
Fax: 217-224-1439
Web: www.broadcast.hams.com

Harrigan by GLW
7104 Crossroads Blvd #118
Brentwood TN 37027
615-370-9001
Fax: 615-370-4906
E-Mail: sales@glw.com
Web: www.glw.com

Helicopters Inc
14 Omega Dr
Gahoka IL 62206
618-337-2903
Fax: 618-337-7107

Henny Engineering
503 Key Vista Dr
Sierra Madre CA 91024
626-355-3656
Fax: 626-355-0077
Web: www.hennyeng.com

Heuris/Pulitzer
2675 Scott Ave Ste G
St Louis MO 63103
800-923-9232
Fax: 314-534-4351
Web: www.heuris.com

Hewlett-Packard Video
Communications Div
5301 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Santa Clara CA 95052-8059
408-553-8335
Fax: 408-553-3001
E-Mail: forhptv@vid.hp.com
Web: www.hp.com/info/forhptv/

HHB Communications Ltd
73-75 Scrubs Ln
London NW10 6GU England
+44 181-962-5000
Fax: +44 181-962-5050
E-Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk
Web: www.hhb.co.uk

Hipotronics Inc
Route 22 PO Box 414
Brewster NY 12510
914-279-8091
Fax: 914-279-2467
E-Mail: sales@hipotronics.com

Hitachi Denshi America Ltd
150 Crossways Park Dr
Woodbury NY 11797
516-921-7200
Fax: 516-496-3718

HM Electronics
6675 Mesa Ridge Rd
San Diego CA 92121
619-355-6050
Fax: 619-355-0139
Web: www.hme.com

Web: www.americanradiohistory.com
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Keystone Communications
3872 Keystone Ave S
Culver City UT 90232
310-845-3706
Fax: 310-845-3904
Web: www.keystonecom.com/home2.html

K&M Products
PO Box 246
N Bennington VT 05257
802-442-8171
Fax: 802-442-9118

Kings Electronics Co Inc
40 Marbledale Rd
Tuckahoe NY 10707
914-793-5000
Fax: 914-793-5092

Kino Flo Inc
824 Lankershim Blvd
Sun Valley CA 91352
(818) 767-6528
Fax: 818-767-7517
E-Mail: kinto@aol.com

Kintronic Labs Inc
PO Box 845
Bristol TN 37621-0845
423-878-3141
Fax: 429-878-4224

Kline Towers
PO Box 1013 / 1225 Huger St
Columbia SC 29202
803-251-8000
Fax: 803-251-8099
E-Mail: klientower@aol.com

Knox Video
8474 Groveremont Cir
Calhounburg MD 20877
301-840-5805
Fax: 301-840-2946
E-Mail: jeffsales@aol.com

Kramer Electronics
350 Main Rd
Montville NJ 07045
973-229-8000
Fax: 011-972-2-653-5369

LandinSea Systems Inc
819 Seahawk Cir Ste 103
Virginia Beach VA 23452
757-488-0448
Fax: 757-488-0625
E-Mail: landsea@series2000.com
Web: www.series2000.com/users/landsea

Lucan-TTC Inc
620 S Taylor Ave
Louisville CO 80027
303-665-9000
Fax: 303-679-9900

Lumelatronics Systems Inc
202 Sunnyside Rd
Langford PQ JOT 1Y0 Canada
514-226-9873
Fax: 514-226-3847

Leader Instruments Corp
380 Ciser Ave
Hauppauge NY 11788
516-231-6900; 800-645-5104
Fax: 516-231-5295

LeBlanc & Royle Telcom Inc
514 Charwell Rd Box 880
Oakville ON L6S 5C5 Canada
905-844-1242
Fax: 905-844-8837
Web: www.LeBlanc-group.com

Lectrosonics
581 Laser Rd NE
Rio Rancho NM 87124
505-892-4501
Fax: 505-892-6243
E-Mail: sales@lectro.com
Web: www.lectro.com/lectro

Ledtronics Inc
4009 Pacific Coast Hwy
Torrance CA 90505
310-845-3904
Fax: 818-767-7517
E-Mail: webmaster@ledtronics.com
Web: www.ledtronics.com

Lee Filters
2301 W Victory Blvd
Burbank CA 91506
818-238-1220
Fax: 818-238-1228

Leightronix
2330 Jarco Dr
Holm MI 48842
517-694-8000
Fax: 517-694-1600
E-Mail: info@leightronix.com
Web: www.leightronix.com

Leitch Technology Int'l
25 Dyas Rd
North York ON M3B 1V7
800-387-0233
Fax: 416-445-0595

Leitch
920 Corporate Lp
Chesapeake VA 23320-3641
800-231-9673
Fax: 757-548-4088
Web: www.lectro.com/lectro

Leitch Europe Limited
9 Campbell Ct
Bramley Basingstoke Ha RG26 5EG
England
+44 (0) 1256 880088
Fax: +44 (0) 1256 880426

LEL Computer Systems
33 SE 8th St Ste 200
Boca Raton FL 33432
516-347-2242
Fax: 516-347-6276
Web: www.lectro.com

Lemo USA
PO Box 11488
Santa Rosa CA 95406
707-578-8811
Fax: 707-578-0869
E-Mail: lemosusa@aol.com

Lemoule Inc
21900 Marylee St #262
Woodland Hills CA 91367
818-878-7148
Fax: 818-887-4472
E-Mail: TVlights@worldnet.att.net

When
You Want More
Than Just An
Antenna

JAMPRO

Made in USA since 1954

JAMPRO ANTENNAS/RF SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 292880
SACRAMENTO, CA 95829 USA
PHONE (916) 383-1177 • FAX (916) 383-1182
WWW.JAMPRO.COM • E-MAIL: JAMPRO@NS.NET
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MPEG-2

Compression Decompression Noise Reduction

Broadcast contribution quality video

- Supports main level/main profile and main level/professional profile
- Real-time encoding/decoding of CCIR601 resolution in 4:2:2 chroma format
- Selectable parameters of bit rate (2 to 45 Mb/s), profile and GOP structure

LEITCH
http://www.leitch.com

U.S.A. (800) 231-9673 • Canada (800) 387-0233
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Meadow Waterloo Communications
20 Alpha Rd
Chelmsford MA 01824-4168
978-250-1110
Fax: 978-256-6225
E-Mail: 73232.2556@compuserve.com
Web: www.cm-mrc.com

Microwave Radio Communications
973-857-8300
Cedar Grove
Fax: 973-857-8188
Web: www.microwave.com

MilesTek Inc
1505 I-35W
Denton TX 76207-2402
919-856-0700
Fax: 919-856-9402

Milestone Technologies
2221 Mariner Cir
Raleigh NC 27603
919-856-0700
Fax: 919-856-8600
Web: www.mspation.com/spadion/mlt

Miller Fluid Heads (USA) Inc
216 Little Falls Rd
Cedar Grove NJ 07009-1231
973-857-8300
Fax: 973-857-8188
E-Mail: mfhusa@aol.com
Web: www.miller.com.au

Minerva Systems Inc
3801 Zanker Rd
San Jose CA 95134-1402
408-887-2001
Fax: 408-487-2013
E-Mail: info@minervasyhs.com
Web: www.minervasyys.com

Minolta Corp/Instrument Systems Div
101 Williams Dr
Ramsey NJ 07446
201-934-5288
Fax: 201-825-4374
Web: www.minoltausa.com

Mirror Image Telescoping Masts
5086 Valley Heights Rd
Oshkosh WI 54904
920-232-0220
Fax: 920-232-0220
Web: www.mirrorimage.com

Mileq Inc
100 Davids Dr
Hauppauge NY 11788
516-436-7400
Fax: 516-436-7430
Web: www.mileq.com

MobileCam Products
1236 Pioneer Way PO Box 1593
E-Cajon CA 92020
619-441-1295
Fax: 619-441-9263

Modulation Sciences
12-A Worlds Fair Dr
Somerset NJ 08873
732-302-3000
Fax: 732-302-0206
Web: www.modsci.com

Mohawk/CDT
9 Mohawk Dr
Leominster MA 01453
508-537-9961
Fax: 508-537-4358
E-Mail: sales@mohawk-cdt.com
Web: www.cdtc.com/mohawk

Mole-Richardson Co
937 N Sycamore Ave
Hollywood CA 90038-2384
213-851-0111
Fax: 213-851-5593

Moseley Associates Inc
111 Casillian Dr
Santa Barbara CA 93117
805-958-9621
Fax: 805-685-9638
Web: www.moseleyinc.com

Motorola Semiconductor Products
Sector
3102 N 56th St M/S 56-102
Phoenix AZ 85018-6606
800-441-2447

Mountain Gate
9393 Gateway Dr
Reno NV 89511-8910
702-851-9393
Fax: 702-851-5533
E-Mail: sales@mountaingate.lmco.com
Web: www.mountaingate.com

OUR MAST GETS IT UP FAST
TELESCOPIC PNEUMATIC MASTS

HIOLUMAST

Applications
- Remote ENG
- Communications
- Field Strength Measurements
- Pop-up Jamming
- Remote Surveillance
- Noise Level Measurements
- Temporary Floodlighting
- Environmental Sensors
- Military Communications

COMPETITIVE PRICING

for Further Information Contact Jim Osborne
ALLEN OSBORNE ASSOCIATES, INC.
756 LAKEFIELD RD.
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91361
Tel:(805)495-8420 Fax:(805)373-6067

See us at our website: www.aoa-gps.com
E-mail address is: aoa@aoa-gps.com
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Sabicue Inc
13301 Hwy 441
Athchioa FL 32615-8544
904-418-2000
E-Mail: sabine@sabineinc.com
Web: www.sabineinc.com

Sahibler Corp
55 '4 Main St
Freeport NY 11520
516-867-4900
Fax: 516-623-6844

SA-JE Inc
28-8 West End Ave #1119
Nashville TN 37203
615-327-1140
Fax: 615-327-1699
E-Mail: sadie@sadieus.com
Web: www.sadieus.com

Sales Magnetics Inc
26/00 Agoura Rd
Calabasas CA 91302
818-880-4054
Fax: 818-880-6242

Saras Corp
101-129-1 KaminogeSetagaya-Ku
Tokyo 158 Japan
+81 3 3702-5315
Fax: +81 3 3702-9654

Sanken Microphones
1155 N LaBrea
W Hollywood CA 90038
213-314-1555

Satellite Export & Engineering
1007 Industrial Ave
Albion MI 49224
517-929-5990; Fax: 517-929-6990
E-Mail: sепатио@voyager.net
Web: www.sепатио.com

Seic-a Electronic Corp
PO Box 4580
Merrifield VA 22116
703-779-6500
Fax: 703-779-3991
E-Mail: mail@seica.net
Web: www.seica.net

SchedULL by VizuAll
203-7 NE 15th Ct
Miami FL 33129
305-651-6241
Fax: 305-653-1355
E-Mail: schedsales@schedull.com
Web: www.schedull.com

Schind Telecom AG
Binnstrasse 35
Zurich CH-8045 Switzerland
41-1-456-1111
Fax: 41-1-461-4888

Schoeps
Spitalstrasse 20
Karlsruhe D-76227 Germany
+49 721 943 200
Fax: +49 721 495750
E-Mail: mailbox@schoeps.de
Web: www.schoeps.de

Scientific-Atlanta
4356 Communications Dr
Norcross GA 30093
770-903-6057
Fax: 770-903-6444
Web: www.sciatl.com

Solex Digital Video
101 Galveston Dr
Redwood City CA 94063
650-599-5111
Fax: 650-369-4777
E-Mail: info@scilexdv.com
Web: www.scilexdv.com

Seagate Technology
920 Disc Dr
Scotts Valley CA 95067
408-438-6550

Seallevel Systems
PO Box 830
Redwood City CA 94063
650-369-4777

Selco Products Co
790 N Poplar St
Orange CA 92868-1013
714-712-6224
Fax: 714-712-6222
Web: www.selcoproducts.com

Sencore Electronics
3200 Sencore Dr
Sioux Falls SD 57107
605-339-0100
Fax: 605-339-0317

Sennheiser Electronic
One Enterprise Dr
Old Lyme CT 06371
860-434-9190
Fax: 860-434-9022
E-Mail: miclit@sennheiserusa.com
Web: www.sennheiserusa.com

Shively Labs
PO Box 389
Bridgton ME 04009
207-647-3327; Fax: 207-647-8273
E-Mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com

Shock Electronics USA Inc
18975 Marbach Ln Bldg 200
San Antonio TX 78266
210-651-5700
Fax: 210-651-5220
E-Mail: shock@shock-usa.com
Web: www.shock-usa.com

Shotmaker Dollies & Cranes
10909 Vanowen St
North Hollywood CA 91605-6408
818-623-1700
Fax: 818-623-1710

SIC Video D.A.’s
Broadcast Quality
ES-207A
$175

Equalization-Compensates for 1000 of RG-59/U
Gain-Adjustable from .8 to 1.5 Volts
Response-10 Hz to 10 MHz
Propagation Delay-3nS
3 Year Warranty
Many Other Audio & Video D.A.’s
Including Rack Mount Versions
142 SIERRA ST. EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 310-322-2136 • FAX 310-322-8127
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More Reasons to Choose Gepco

Cost-effective. Quality Crafted. Your choice of cable type, length and color from our extensive selection. Delivered to you on time. Gepco manufactures custom cable assemblies, audio and video snakes, breakout boxes, panel, patch bay wiring harnesses, direct boxes and prepackaged cable assemblies for point-of-sale display. All Gepco cable and custom products are made in the U.S.A.

We are authorized distributors for ADC, King, Neutrik, Switchcraft, EDAC and many more. Gepco stocks audio and video cable in bulk and will custom-cut to any length requirement for no extra charge.

1-800-966-0069
Ask your Gepco sales representative for a free catalog of Cable, Connectors and Custom Products.

GEPICO INTERNATIONAL, INC. 2225 W. Hubbard, Chicago IL 60612
312-733-9555 Fax: 312-733-6416 TOLL-FREE: 1-800-966-0069

THE VIDEO PIPELINE
DELIVERS
MPEG-1 OR MPEG-2 VIDEO
IN REALTIME
OVER...
ISDN-PRI T1/E1
RS-422 V.35
ETHERNET ATM 2XT1/2XE1
AT UP TO 6 MBPS!

LEL Computer Systems
33 SE 8TH ST. SUITE 200
BOCA RATON, FL 33432
561-347-2242
FAX 561-347-6276
WWW.LELCS.COM

Manufacturers

Shure Brothers Inc
222 Hartrey Ave
Evanston IL 60202
847-866-2200
Fax: 847-866-2279
E-Mail: sales@shure.com
Web: www.shure.com

Sierra Design Labs
999 Tahoe Blvd
Incline Village NV 89451
702-831-7837
Fax: 702-831-5710
Web: www.sdlabs.com

Sierra Video Systems Inc
PO Box 2462
Grass Valley CA 95945
916-478-1000
Fax: 916-478-1105
E-Mail: sales@sierravideo.com
Web: www.sierravideo.com

Sigma Electronics
PO Box 448
E Petersburg PA 17520-0448
717-569-2681
Fax: 717-569-4056
E-Mail: sigmaelectronics@compuserve.com
Web: www.sigmaelectronics.com

Silicon Graphics Inc
2011 N Shoreline Blvd MS 2L 455
Mountain View CA 94039-7311
650-960-1960
Fax: 650-960-2475
E-Mail: sgi@pcnews.com
Web: www.sgi.com

Sire Control International
1571-G Parkway Loop
Tustin CA 92680
714-259-0142
Fax: 714-259-9418

SiR A Sistemi Radio
Via Senatoro Simonetta 26
Caponagro (MI) I-20040 Italy
+39 2 9574 2605
Fax: +39 2 9874 2599

Skotel Corp
5695 Ch-St Francois
St Laurent PQ H4S 1W6 Canada
514-333-7989
Fax: 514-333-6914
E-Mail: info@skotel.com
Web: www.skotel.com

Snell & Wilcox
6 Old Lodge Place St Margaret's
Twickenham Middlesex TW1 1RQ
England
+44 181 607 9455
Fax: +44 181 607 9466
E-Mail: info@snellwilcox.com
Web: www.snellwilcox.com

Soft-Touch
400 N Columbus # 205
Alexandria VA 22314
703-549-8445; Fax: 703-549-8583

Softel Systems
Horseshoe Park Pangbourne
Reading Berks RG8 7JW England
+44 118 9842151
Fax: +44 1189-849399
E-Mail: sales@softel.co.uk
Web: www.softel.co.uk

Softimage
3510 boul St Laurent Ste 400
Montreal PQ H2X 2V2 Canada
819-365-1359
Web: www.softimage.com

Solid State Logic
Begbroke
Oxford OX5 1RU England
+44 1865 842300
Fax: +44 1865 842118
Web: www.solid-state-logic.com

Solid State Logic Inc
320 W 46th St
New York NY 10036-3308
212-315-1111
Fax: 212-315-0251

Sonex/Filter Inc
3800 Washington Ave N
Minneapolis MN 55412
612-529-6539
Fax: 612-521-6539

Sonic Solutions
101 Rowland Way #110
Novato CA 94945
415-893-8000
Fax: 415-893-8000
E-Mail: info@sonic.com
Web: www.sonic.com

Sonix Ltd
61 Station Rd Ilthlingsborough
Northants NN9 9CE England
+44 1933 650700
Fax: +44 1933-650726
Web: www.sonix.co.uk

Soros Audio System
Al Glazo
St-Prex CH-1162 Switzerland
+41 21806-0202
Fax: +41 21806-0299
E-Mail: info@sonosax.com
Web: www.sonosax.com

Sony Business & Professional Group
3 Paragon Dr
Montvale NJ 07645-1729
201-930-6576
Fax: 201-358-4058

Sony Electronics
3300 Zanker Rd
San Jose CA 95134
408-432-1600
Web: www.sony.com

Sony Electronics
1 Sony Drive
Park Ridge NJ 07656
800-666-SONY
Fax: 201-358-4058
Web: www.sony.com

Sony Electronics Inc/Recording Media
680 Kinderkamack Rd
Oradell NJ 07645
201-476-8000
Fax: 201-476-8072

Soundcraft Electronics
1449 Donelson Pike Ste 12
Nashville TN 37217
615-399-2199; Fax: 615-367-9046

Soundtracs PLC
#21D Blenheim Rd Lomenead Ind Est
Epsom, Surrey KM9 9XN England
+44 181 3885000
Fax: +44 181 3865050
E-Mail: info@soundtracs.co.uk
Web: www.soundtracs.co.uk

Sprocket Digital
211 N Victory Blvd
Burbank CA 91502
818-566-7700; Fax: 818-566-4477
E-Mail: sales@sprocketdig.com
Web: www.sprocketdig.com
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The Brick™ D.A.s
A Benchmark in Price and Performance

S-Video
Clamping DC-120MHz

Audio/Video accessory Copyright
dc to 120 MHz

Differential Input
DC-180MHz

The LTV/DVA-DI provides a loopthrough
differential input making it ideal
for those situations where the source signal
cannot be interrupted, but where differential
input and multiple unity gain outputs are needed.

Loop-Through Input
Gain Control
DC-200MHz

Silent Source
58 Nonotuck St
Northampton MA 01060
413-584-7944
Fax: 413-584-7944
E-Mail: silent@roscor.com
Web: www.roscor.com

Sintel - Systems International
205 S Hoover St #208
Tampa FL 33609
813-287-9007
Fax: 813-287-1081
Sparking Communications
720 Olivia Way Suite 1100
Seattle WA 98101
206-667-0555
Fax: 206-667-0554
E-Mail: connect@sparking.com

Specialized Products Company
1100 S Kimball Ave
South Lake TX 75092-9009
972-329-6647
Fax: 972-329-6195
E-Mail: spc@specializedproducts.com
Web: www.specializedproducts.com

Synergistic Technology
3 Parkway Center Suite 3
Pittsburgh PA 15220
412-928-2045
Fax: 412-925-0451
E-Mail: si@synergistic.com

System Associates
4848 West Seldon Ln
Glendale AZ 85302
602-937-0209
Fax: 602-435-0160
Web: www.systemassociates.com

The Systems Group
317 Newark
Holocene NJ 07730
201-795-4672
Fax: 201-795-3033

Systems Wireless Ltd
465 Hemdon Pkwy
Herndon VA 22070
703-471-7887
Fax: 703-437-1107
E-Mail: swl@swl.com
Web: www.swl.com

Tape Resources Inc
1200 Baker Rd #102
Virginia Beach VA 23455
757-462-4111
Fax: 757-464-4112
E-Mail: info@taperesources.com
Web: www.taperesources.com

Technet Systems Group
PO Box 422
Auburn NH 03032
603-483-5365
Fax: 603-483-0512

Technical Industries
6000 Peachtree Rd NE
Atlanta GA 30341
770-455-7610
Fax: 770-456-2822

Technical Necessities/Tecnec
4 High St # Box 397
Saugerties NY 12477
914-468-0428
Fax: 914-464-0626

Television Equipment - Matthey
PO Box 499
Salem NY 10590-0499
914-763-8893
Fax: 914-763-9158

Television Equipment Associates
PO Box 499
S Salem NY 10590-0499
914-763-8893
Fax: 914-763-9158

Todd Communications Inc
6545 Cecilia Cir
Minneapolis MN 55439
612-941-0556
Fax: 612-941-0940
E-Mail: toddcomm@ix.netcom.com
Web: www.toddcomm.com

Topham Audio Inc
4403 Vineyard Rd B-3
Orlando FL 32811
407-649-6444
Fax: 407-649-1352
E-Mail: tiaudio@aol.com
Web: www.tiaudio.com

Turner Engineering
14 Monroe Avenue
Mountain Lake NJ 07046
201-263-1000

United States Broadcast
2794 Circleport Dr
Eranger KY 41018
606-282-1502
Fax: 606-282-1804
Web: www.usbroadcast.com

Video Central
5422 Carrier Drive #207
Orlando FL 32819
407-363-1913
Fax: 407-363-5509

Walters-Stronyx Design Group
262 Martin Ave
Highland NY 12528
914-691-9300
Fax: 914-691-9361
E-Mail: info@wsdg.com
Web: www.wsdg.com

Whirlwind
PO Box 12962
Rochester NY 14612
716-663-8820
Fax: 716-865-8930
E-Mail: sales@whirlwind.com
Web: www.whirlwind.com

Yale Electronics
6616 Sunset Blvd
Hollywood CA 90028
213-465-3186
Fax: 213-465-5630

E-Mail: yale@yale.com
Web: www.yale.com

Zack Electronics
2514 Channing Ave
San Jose CA 95131
408-324-0551
Fax: 408-324-1110

E-Mail: sales@zack.com

Z&H Video
Althardergasse 190
Regensdorf CH-8105 Switzerland
+41 1 871 2030
Fax: +41 1 871 2040
E-Mail: z&hvideo@zubvideo.ch
Web: www.zubvideo.ch

ZZZap Power
PO Box 532
Champlain NY 12919-0532
518-369-4919
Fax: 518-369-4817
E-Mail: info@zzzap.com
Web: www.zzzap.com
We can create a custom reprint for any marketing effort without breaking your budget.

For a quote call:
Cherie Wood
INTERTEC Publishing
Phone: 913-967-7212
Fax: 913-967-1900
V-16 AND V-20

Professional Camera Stabilization Systems

The GLIDECAM V-16 and V-20 Camera Stabilization Systems adjust to such a way that you can use it on any film set or any video set. You can easily set up the unit on the floor or on a tripod. On the back of the unit you’ll find a digital display showing the tilt and pan. You can easily adjust the unit to any desired position. The unit is also equipped with a microprocessor that allows you to control the unit remotely. The GLIDECAM V-16 accommodates cameras weighing up to 7 lbs, and the V-20 accommodates cameras weighing up to 10 lbs.

The GLIDECAM Support System is a simple and effective solution for supporting your camera. It can be setup quickly and easily. The GLIDECAM Support System is ideal for any type of camera. It is lightweight and compact and can be used with any type of tripod. The GLIDECAM Support System is available in two sizes: Small and Large.

The GLIDECAM Support System is a simple and effective solution for supporting your camera. It can be setup quickly and easily. The GLIDECAM Support System is ideal for any type of camera. It is lightweight and compact and can be used with any type of tripod. The GLIDECAM Support System is available in two sizes: Small and Large.
We have a limited stock of BT-S1360Y monitors that were used by Panasonic exclusively at the 1990 Olympics in Atlanta. Used only by Panasonic engineers In broadcasting the summer games, these monitors are like new.

**Demand Special $599**

($400 less than our regular selling price on this monitor)**

**PVM-14N1U/14N2U & 20N1U/20N2U 13" & 19" Presentation Monitors**

With high quality performance at a fantastic price, these presentation monitors are ideal for any environment. They can be used in applications ranging from 200 lines to 500 lines as well as studio color reference. They can be used in studio and on location for video production and are rack mountable. Four models, the PVM-14N1U/14N2U are designed for simple picture viewing and are equipped with an adjustable pedestal. Also includes composite sync and broadcast level genlock inputs.**

**Digital Multi-Track Recording**

**TASCAM DA-88**

**8-Track Digital Audio Recorder**

An incredibly affordable tool, the AHR-87 sets the standard in micro studio digital multi-track recording. With high-resolution features, and an established cult following, the AHR-87 delivers the quality and versatility of larger format digital audio recording. The AHR-87 offers up to 16 tracks of recording capability, which can be expanded with additional track cards, making it the perfect tool for the musician, recording engineer, or home studio enthusiast.

**Sennheiser Condenser Microphones**

Under traditional condenser microphones, the capsules tend to have a more distant, dead sound to them. Sennheiser’s line of condenser microphones offers a richer, more detailed sound that is perfect for recording in live performance settings. The MKH 40 P48U3 and MKH 60 P48U3 are the perfect choice for any recording application, providing excellent sound quality and durability.

**4-Channel Digital Audio Recorder**

The four generation in RDS audio for the Scribble SSD 400 is a premium digital audio recorder with advanced features, creative sound quality and professional capabilities. The SSD 400 is designed to deliver high-performance recording and playback, providing a rich and detailed sound experience.

**32-bit Audio precision**

*32-bit audio precision* delivers studio-quality audio fidelity, ensuring crystal-clear recording and playback. The SSD 400 supports a range of recording options, including AES/EBU, ADAT, and SPDIF, allowing for versatile connectivity and compatibility with various audio equipment. The SSD 400 also features a built-in microphone, providing a convenient and portable recording solution.
Knock off any high performance, 2-channel audio system on the market, every way and for a very affordable cost! Meet the all new AMNMR—now available in 8-channel and 4-channel versions. The AMNMR delivers up to date technology so you can hear the difference in your music and movies. The AMNMR will convert your system into a state-of-the-art entertainment center. The AMNMR will turn your existing speakers into high-performance speakers and give you a 5.1 audio system. The AMNMR will also work with your TV to give you a complete home theater system. The AMNMR is easy to install and will fit into any room. The AMNMR is a great addition to any home entertainment system.

### NovaSDA/NovA/SVDA Analog to Serial Digital & Serial Digital to Analog Converters

#### NovaSDA-Serial Digital Component to Composite/S and V-SDA Analog to Composite/S and V

- **Description:** Serial Digital Component to Composite/S and V
- **Features:**
  - Improved linear phase
  - Superior color reproduction
  - Superior sound reproduction
  - Improved signal-to-noise ratio
  - Better than professional quality

#### SDA-2 Serial Digital Component to Composite/S Video and Analog to Composite/S Video

- **Description:** Serial Digital Component to Composite/S Video
- **Features:**
  - Improved linear phase
  - Superior color reproduction
  - Superior sound reproduction
  - Improved signal-to-noise ratio
  - Better than professional quality

#### SDA-3 Serial Digital Component to Composite/S Video

- **Description:** Serial Digital Component to Composite/S Video
- **Features:**
  - Improved linear phase
  - Superior color reproduction
  - Superior sound reproduction
  - Improved signal-to-noise ratio
  - Better than professional quality

### NovaMNR Median Noise Reducer

- **Description:** NovaMNR Median Noise Reducer
- **Features:**
  - Reduces noise and grain
  - Increases clarity and definition
  - Improves picture quality
  - Reduces artifacts and noise

### Video/Audio Matrix Routing Switchers

- **Description:** Video/Audio Matrix Routing Switchers
- **Features:**
  - 16x16 matrix switcher
  - 16x16 matrix switcher
  - 16x16 matrix switcher
  - 16x16 matrix switcher

### StudioFrame Modular Video Processing System

- **Description:** StudioFrame Modular Video Processing System
- **Features:**
  - Modular design for easy expansion
  - Flexible processing capabilities
  - High-quality video processing
  - Customizable processing options

### KNOX VIDEO

- **Description:** KNOX VIDEO
- **Features:**
  - 4K/HD video support
  - 4K/HD video support
  - 4K/HD video support
  - 4K/HD video support

### Animated Postscript Character and Graphics Generator

- **Description:** Animated Postscript Character and Graphics Generator
- **Features:**
  - Animated Postscript Character and Graphics Generator
  - Animated Postscript Character and Graphics Generator
  - Animated Postscript Character and Graphics Generator
  - Animated Postscript Character and Graphics Generator

### Expansion Capabilities

- **Description:** Expansion Capabilities
- **Features:**
  - Expandable capabilities
  - Expandable capabilities
  - Expandable capabilities
  - Expandable capabilities

### 5860C WAVEFORM MONITOR

- **Description:** 5860C WAVEFORM MONITOR
- **Features:**
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor

### 5850C VECTORSCOPE

- **Description:** 5850C VECTORSCOPE
- **Features:**
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor

### 5100D Digital Waveform/Vectorscope

- **Description:** 5100D Digital Waveform/Vectorscope
- **Features:**
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor

### 5870 Waveform/Vectorscope with/SC and Line Select

- **Description:** 5870 Waveform/Vectorscope with/SC and Line Select
- **Features:**
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor

### 5872A Combination Waveform/Vectorscope

- **Description:** 5872A Combination Waveform/Vectorscope
- **Features:**
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor

### 5864A Waveform Monitor

- **Description:** 5864A Waveform Monitor
- **Features:**
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor

### 5854B Waveform Monitor

- **Description:** 5854B Waveform Monitor
- **Features:**
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
  - High-resolution waveform monitor
Clearly a Winner!

The VTM-200 features high-resolution images at a winning price!

The award-winning VTM-200 Multi-Format On-Screen Monitor combines crisp waveform, vector, audio, and picture displays on one low-cost SVGA monitor. This ingenious package allows each high-resolution quadrant to be expanded to full-screen.

The VTM-200 accepts two analog composite (NTSC or PAL) and two 601 serial digital (525 or 625) video inputs. With four AES stereo pairs and four analog stereo pairs, the versatile audio option displays levels and phase differences. The audio bar-graph has a wide dynamic range and user-selectable resolution and ballistics.

A unique ZOOM feature allows ultra-accurate set up and measurement of black, white, and audio reference levels.

Whether your facility is NTSC, PAL, multi-format, serial digital, or in transition, the VTM-200 is clearly the winning choice for all your on-screen test and measurement needs.

Call today to find out more about this and other winning next-generation solutions from Videotek.

Premium Quality, Intelligent Design, Smart Price...That's Videotek.
Making the Transition to Digital Can Be Beautiful

Leitch offers attractive solutions for your digital metamorphosis.

A to D
D to A
Decoding
Digital Audio
Encoding
Compression
and more!

DigiBus® Systems Solutions
Unique Modular architecture with DigiNet networked system control provides multi-function solutions.

Digital Glue® Functional Solutions
Flexible Modular cards in a common frame provide single function solutions.

LEITCH®
http://www.leitch.com
U.S.A. (800) 231-9673 Fax: (757) 548-4088 • Canada (800) 387-0233 Fax: (416) 445-0595
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www.americanradiohistory.com